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~ FORWARD ~
Kindness, caring, and fairness – harmlessly – in one’s thoughts, words, and actions are
the only way to PEACE and HARMONY worldwide. Great spiritual teachers in every
Age or in times of exceptional crisis have come into the world to inspire, guide, and
assist mankind toward developing and living these needed qualities.
Those of us who realize the absolute necessity for our fellow citizens to join in this
CHANGE FOR THE BETTERMENT OF MANKIND AND OUR MUTUALLY NEEDED
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT, must organize NOW! For fifty years, I have read,
researched and then written articles to newspapers and attended public meetings,
speaking out. The chapters herein are reflections of that Truth from my newspaper
columns and public handouts to people and churches. Given FREELY first to Americans
this Truth is now going worldwide for all of us to become ONE PEOPLE., who will work
to save mankind and our Earth.
NOTE: Intending to bring all readers and people of good will to a higher understanding
of exactly what is happening on Earth up to the present, and to be prepared for the
future of any given moment, it is strongly advised to read the information on this booklet
in numerical order. Confusion and ignorance may ensue if not diligently followed.
Freedom and justice for all!
Car Ingman

Disclaimer: Spirit Wine Publications™ is not responsible for any adverse activity
resulting from any external links in this book. Information resulted from high integrity
research, accepting each as legal and viable resources.
THANK YOU: To all custodians of each and every website whose hyperlink was utilized
in this booklet of voluminous information and resources intended for the public, to the
benefit of raising the consciousness of mankind.
###

CHAPTER ONE
Learning the TRUTH about mankind's existence on Earth . . .
...is exactly what is necessary for us to be able to begin correcting the nearly hopeless MESS
that many of the world's governments and their business associates and seemingly unlimited
credit and excessive wasteful spending of Individuals and local to national governments have
caused!
This physical obsession with materialism is destroying every living thing's chance for continual
existence on Earth, provable with a long list of the massively collapsing natural order of things
already drastically failing.
All the ancient hieroglyphics (written records of mankind's existence) found in Mexico, Central
and South America, and in Egypt's oldest similar type of hieroglyphics stated that people
should live by The Golden Rule (‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.’) and
provide for the needs of others, as necessary.
The same exact statements are recorded in every major religion on Earth as the basis for their
beliefs and existence. Our 'One God of ALL people' inspired all the holy men teachers with the
same Christ consciousness (a growing realization that every individual must develop in their
lifetimes on Earth) that each of us are:
(1) a soul in a fleshly, physical, body, a 'son/daughter' of God in which:
(2) God is our Father from whom our falling from our heavenly abode into flesh has separated
us, and;
(3) God's Holy Spirit is reflecting God's energies of goodness and harmlessness, through our
soul entrapped within our lowly body of flesh, which is obsessed with the physical entrapment
in matter.
The Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is developed within us on the long, narrow path that
each must experience in their development (evolvement) in repeated lifetimes until they reach
the highest degree of Awareness in which we must live harmlessly, as Jesus did, even unto
the possibility of severe persecution and death at the hands of the unevolved souls around us
in flesh. “Be ye perfect, even as your heavenly Father is perfect,” said Jesus. It takes us many
lifetimes to accomplish this! All religions' holy writings are in parables and metaphors (a story
of one thing as though it was another) to avoid their being destroyed by those lesser evolved
souls, not willing to learn their deeper meaning.
All the above statements are well known and recorded in 100's of ancient writings, listed in
vast numbers of volumes which by your exerted efforts can be fully verified. Constantine, the
Holy Roman (warrior) Emperor, removed vast portions of the New Testament Scriptures in
325AD because he could not understand them. The Holy Roman Emperor Justinian did the
same thing in 550AD for the same reason. The early Christian Church's history is clearly

recorded with vast destruction of the ancient writings of many holy teachers of much Higher
Consciousness than the (warrior) Roman Emperors of lowly physical consciousness that ruled
with dictatorial power over the Popes and devout priests, who could only copy the scriptures as
they were directed to do, or be killed for disobedience. Centuries of horrible ungodliness!
As in all civilizations of mankind, predating all our meager preserved records and to keep their
powers of control by many Christian churches, they ignored the ancient wisdom of TRUTH of
all things which have been mostly destroyed and distorted by literal interpretations of the
remaining scriptures, devoid of their fuller explanations, as a result of the 35% removed by
those rulers without 'Christ consciousness.’
Therefore, it is clearly shown that by simple reasoning that the definition of the 'Christ
consciousness' displayed in every religion is the same 'Trinity,' 'Triune,' or 'Three-Way
Understanding' of what we all must develop within our hearts and minds. We must come to
that full realization of what our soul is trying to inspire in us: to live a perfect life of
harmlessness to ALL, like Jesus, the Jewish Prophets, Gautama Buddha, Krishna for the
Hindus, Mohammed for the Muslims, Confucius, Lao Se Tao, and numerous other holy men
teachers, in all of mankind's' millions of years of buried civilizations on Earth, were attempting
to teach mankind.
Fundamentalist’s overly simplistic literal interpretations of holy writings in all religions is why
the Reappearing Christ and His Masters of the Hierarchy of Earth are now working amidst
mankind, in every religion worldwide. They are here to help mankind understand the TRUTH of
Life and to prepare them for, an imminent Day of His Declaration that He is returned, now,
fulfilling all religion's scriptural references about their expected deity's return. Each of these
expected deities are perfected in Christ consciousness (the 3 aspects of God).
There are millions of people, worldwide who have heard about this and are responding in
numerous countries to the Christ and His Hierarchical Masters' Energies invigorating them to
begin the needed, massive, changes to start saving the Earth and mankind from the
accelerating destruction imminently coming upon us. Here 100's of pages of the terrible
destruction can be provided but first people need to learn the Truth of what has already been
happening and hidden by governments and the controlled news media. At the present rate of
massive chemical and radioactivity pollution and the proven highest carbon dioxide
atmospheric content in over 400,000 years. There will be NO LIFE on Earth in less than 15
years. The Christ and His Masters have warned of this for years. (Chief NASA Scientists
agree.)
Drastic changes in weather patterns worldwide have already destroyed the homes,
businesses, agriculture lands and any means of even living and refarming in hugely
devastated areas around the globe. Millions of acres have been burned up in fires and
numerous areas are becoming deserts, from which vast numbers of inhabitants must relocate,
while governments ignore their plight, like in Somalia, an example of more horrors of barbaric
human behavior!
The 'meek, harmless souls' cannot inherit, be born again, onto Earth, if it is a dead planet!
Hundreds of millions die yearly from starvation, disease, barbaric behavior, wars and injustice
allowed to happen by the G-8, super powers governing countries, with the United States of
America the most powerful and dictating force. The United States of America has over 900
military bases worldwide, overseeing its business interests and allowing massive pollution to

take place. The true military budget and the industrial complex supporting it is estimated at one
and a quarter trillion dollars yearly, which is over half of the yearly United States income from
taxes! This is not reported by news media, which has been proven to be only between 40%
and 65% reporting accurately, while many true facts are distorted or completely unreported.
Sharing justly is the way, not destructive wars!
Over 4,500 United States military people killed, 47,000 wounded, injured, or disabled for life, in
the past 10 years of wars. Radioa ctive (plutonium) ammo has sickened and crippled many of
their immune systems, but is ignored by the controlled politicians who are part of the monster
United States war machine by which they control the world for American business interests. A
million Iraqi civilians (250,000 were children) killed, 2 million displaced from their homes as
refugees, and 38,000 children have cancer from radioactive ammunition (bullets, rockets,
missiles): destructiveness by United States Forces!
Forty-five million Americans are on food stamps and nearly 30 million is nearer the true figure
of those looking for work, on unemployment benefits, and many struggle with minimum wage
jobs.
Ninety Six percent of the banking system has not even paid the interest due the United States
Treasury for the one and a half trillion dollars of TARP (Bankers Bailout Funds) that went to
stock holders and the banks' officials, for the most part! (Little of the TARP funds principle has
been reported to be paid either.) Tens of millions of Americans lost their homes, vehicles, jobs,
family stability, health and sanity while the millionaire Congress members make little or NO
drastic changes in the massively corrupt system that rewards their cronies and the giant
military/industrial complex's spending for WARS! Hundreds more pages are available for
people needing to prepare for what is coming, including every detail of the rapturous
experience of the Christ's Day of Declaration after a world stock market collapse and
Americans begin living at half their previous level. The Christ and His Masters will then inspire,
guide, and assist mankind to make all changes necessary, to begin immediately working
toward saving mankind and our planet. Learn the TRUTH and live in It! (A local contact phone
number is avail through www.Share-International.org)

CHAPTER TWO
Many Americans choose to live with their heads in a hole in the ground . . .
...like the cartoon version of a scared ostrich, hiding their sight from stark reality happening all
around them. The churches that propagate the myth that 'all will be well because God is on our
side' are as responsible for the out-of-all-control carnage in Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon,
Africa's Sudan and Darfur and every other place where American and allied business interests
are operating for profit and greed at the expense of people and their environment. God is All
and in All, caring, sharing, equally and unending. Therefore, all people who do not live those
qualities of God within them are causing or allowing people, their governments (and their
business associates) and nations to do such harmful and destructive actions locally and
worldwide! When we are ignorant of such factual information we are not guilty, but when we
gain Awareness of such wrongfulness then we are guilty (responsible) if we don't attempt to
bring about change from such harmfulness.
All United States Senators are multi-millionaires and most all House of Representative
members are millionaires backing and voting for all manner of profitable projects and actions
that enrich their cronies' and themselves, regardless of the harm done to people, their
environment, and governments. The news media is controlled from telling the Truth of things,
as it is exposed to them. Business, politicians, banking and investment institutions are inter
connected for their mutual benefits at the expense of the general public and much of the
environment here and worldwide. The reason they get away with such wrongfulness is that
individuals and the public DO NOT like the suffering to which they become exposed for
interrupting the STATUS QUO! Likewise, preachers who have a stable congregation and
financial existence don't want to 'rock the boat' of such stability.
America's distorted version of 'capitalistic democracy above all else' is what RULES!
All the above IS exactly what Jesus, filled with the Christ consciousness, His disciples and
learned followers, were trying to tell people about, of the wrongful connected activities of their
Temple authorities, in collusion with the Roman rulers, who did not teach the Truth of things or
serve the people with kindness, caring and fairness - harmlessly. Don't try to run after Him or
worship Him, but live His EXAMPLE; if need be, even unto death, He said.
The TRUTH of all these things, about how our elected government officials, acting as corrupt
puppets for ultra-wealthy corporate powers to dominate other countries' governments, is
available in numerous reports by former government officials, military personnel and
employees, from the last 40 years, exposing this. Trillions of taxpayers' dollars have been
given to the 'military industrial complex' for the last 50 years to research, manufacture,
stockpile, arm other nations, provoke and wage war on others, cause the killing and maiming

of many millions of civilians and waste natural resources, economic structures, the
environment and jeopardize the future of every living thing on Earth!
The 9-11 attack upon the twin towers of the World Trade Center was an attack by terrorist
representatives of Arab peoples disagreeing with the massively corrupt and unfair business
practices of the super rich and powerful, dominating the less powerful countries and their
governments, mostly at the expense and suffering of the poor populations of those countries.
Our Federal Government and its business associates control the corporate news media (most
TV, Radio and Newspapers).The American people are led like sheep by altered, false, and
non-reporting of the Corporate and most so-called, public broadcasting of 'news.' ONLY Free
Speech TV; on satellite Dish channels 9415; and LINK TV channel 9410; or on DIRECT TV
channel 375 have open reporting of the real Truth on these still uncorrupted Public Broadcast
Stations. In 1950 fifty corporations owned the major news media; now, five monster
monopolies own them and control their every action.
I have written about all the above in vivid details researched from worldwide reports of the
Truth behind the falsehood and non-reporting of controlled media. A north Georgia newspaper
allowed my open reporting, unedited for 9 months, until Fall 2006, when I started telling of
United States and world scientists being in agreement with The Reappearing Christ and His
Masters of The Ageless Wisdom Teachings and that all life on Earth will be gone within 15
years at the present rate of destructive pollution and the resulting global warming. Believe it or
not, IT IS TRUE!
This is why the Christ has manifested Himself in the flesh (beyond any harm) as are 14 of His
Masters, working amidst us, without infringing our free wills, to inspire, assist, and direct us to
bring about change for the betterment of mankind and our environment. The Earth plane of
existence must be preserved for mankind's contin uing experiences in the flesh until each
perfects their Being, unto gaining At-One-Ness with the ONE God of All! Many thousands of
written pages of details and answers to questions are provided freely by numerous
knowledgeable people of this Ageless Wisdom Teaching, worldwide. This same truth is for
every soul on Earth, equally provided in their language. Each should stay in their own religious
groups, families and area, learning the massive details and means to gain Awareness toward
our At-One-Ness. All religious groups, of best intentions, have had their collected writings of
beliefs altered and corrupted in degrees sufficient to have lost the Pure Truth, intended to
direct ALL to our Oneness in the ONE Divine Principle of the Cosmos. We all have the ability
to learn and progress thus. Those of us already aware of this knowledge will assist any who
are interested as they request aid.
WORLD ECONOMIC COLLAPSE IS ON ITS WAY!
FAMINES, DROUGHTS, FLOODS, VIOLENT STORMS, RISING SEAS, NEW ILLNESSES,
MASSIVE POLLUTION OF LANDS, SEAS & AIR AND A SOARING CANCER DEATH RATE ARE
WIDELY PREDICTED AND ARE ALREADY UPON US!
MOST OF THIS IS ALL CAUSED BY "MAN'S INJUSTICE UNTO HIS FELLOW MAN”
MANY OF THE RULING HEADS OF THIS COUNTRY'S CHURCHES HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED
(WITH SOME ADMITTING THEY SEE THE TRUTH IN ALL THIS) BUT THEY CANNOT
INTERRUPT THE FUNCTIONING OF SUCH COMPLICATED STRUCTURES ALREADY
EXISTING. THIS IS ALSO THE CASE IN LONG ESTABLISHED RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
WORLDWIDE.

WE WHO BRING THESE TEACHINGS TO YOU ARE SIMPLE MEN AND WOMEN, LIKE
YOURSELVES, WHO ARE HEEDING THE CALL TO ASSIST IN THE OVERWHELMING NEEDS
OF OUR BROTHERS' WORLD-WIDE SUFFERING AND IN NEED OF RELIEF AND
SUSTENANCE, AS ALL DESERVE. WE ARE FACILITATORS IN THIS WORK OF SERVICE.

Change for the better is arriving with the new energies being released into the world. As
already witnessed in hundreds of thousands demonstrating for peace, justice, and equality
around the world, these new energies are effecting change for the better.
As mankind raises their individual and group consciousnesses (praying, meditating and
working for change), war, corruption, injustice, and all its related destructiveness will subside
and soon disappear.
Those who heed this caring, sharing, message of love to all and for all, hasten all this
goodness arriving in this Age of Light so that those of non-negative qualities (the meek,
harmless) shall inherit the earth, as predicted.
The reappearing Christ and His Masters of Wisdom and many other higher evolved beings will
assist in this, and is already beginning. The sooner we begin to assist in this service to create
such changes, the lesser the growing severity will be to mankind, in ending the old destructive
ways, of the now-ended Piscean Age’s evil leaders exercising their last wretched horrors,
unknowingly, toward ending all life on earth!
Your opportunity has now arrived to inquire about and investigate this overwhelming
abundance of Truth, FREELY provided! Many ruling heads of this country’s churches have
been notified (with some admitting they see the Truth in all this) but they cannot interrupt the
functioning of such complicated structures already existing. This is also the case in long
established religious institutions worldwide.
None will long withstand their resistance to the Truth as the old structures of built-up falsehood
collapse under the weight of their own separativeness and inadequacies. We who bring these
Teachings to you are simple men, women, like yourselves, who are heeding the call to assist
in the overwhelming needs of our brothers worldwide suffering and in need of relief and
sustenance, as all deserve. We are facilitators in this work of service.
(The above information was reported in 2006.)
10-19-11 updates & previously reported other statements from the Masters as follows:
No Atomic weaponry will be allowed to be put into an orbiting satellite around Earth.
In the late 1980's six gigantic Titan Rockets were launched to put a satellite in orbit, from each
launch, over a period of years. The government never stated what their purposes were. All six
launches self-destructed, crashing into the ocean shortly after their launching, year after year,
with no known reason for these mishaps. The Masters stated after these events that They had
a right to intervene on mankind's' free will to avoid the severe danger from atomic weaponry in
space, which could cause an imbalance to our entire solar system if one was exploded in
space. No more funds were ever allotted to any such similar space projects since that period in
the 1980's.The Masters will intervene again if any nation attempts this.
As of 2010, Earth's oceans have absorbed the maximum amount of carbon dioxide that they
can. Therefore, the higher concentration of CO2 (carbon dioxide) in our atmosphere will cause
the greatest amount of precipitation ever recorded in our history resulting in heavy snows in

winters and massive rainstorms; temper atures will soar to new heights creating many
problems; air pollution; power failures; etc.
The climate has been severely altered from the normal air currents' weather patterns which will
cause massive flooding, continued glacial melting, severe thunderstorms, tornadoes,
hurricanes, and earthquakes! Other areas will become devoid of rain and cause new deserts to
be formed.
Food crops worldwide will be destroyed from all these various causes. Honey bees, their
disappearance widely reported these last few years will continue to be annihilated as a result
of the massive use of chemicals in nature, poisoning and killing them! (Everyone is instructed
to grow as much food as possible in pots or hanging plants, even in cities, to avoid the
chemicals and shortages predicted.) You can spread the pollen of the flower buds with a small
paint brush, in the absence of bees. (Millions of acres for agriculture have been destroyed or
are unused from lack of available water in the United States this year!)
The biblical prediction of the Four Horseman of the Apocalypse as a result of mankind's'
destructiveness is now reality as war, plague (diseases), disasters, and death run rampant!
PLEASE email for information and with any questions you may have, to be FREELY assisted
with verifying material on all this. (considerall9@windstream.net)

CHAPTER THREE
Who is CAR INGMAN?
Why is He Writing about the Past, Present and Future?
(Answers will be given in explicit detail, FREELY, in this enlightening booklet.)
Not understanding the Truth of the past (hidden by the ruling powers) casts a shadow over
understanding the present and builds a wall blocking views of the future.
Car is a man who has been led all his life unto the Truth of ‘higher knowing’ for all.
He has been gaining knowledge of the True meaning of existence on Earth for 72 years and
has been always FREELY giving it to others throughout his entire life.
Since he was five years of age, going to kindergarten and Sunday School, he always felt that
there was much more to know than what the simple teachings of these classes were
attempting to tell little children who are just arriving at the age of an ability to reason (the ability
to think about what you learn and draw conclusions). For most kids this was merely a process
of listening to the teacher and accepting what they heard.
But Car felt, even then, that there was a whole lot more that he wanted to have explained to
him. He always wanted to know Why are we here on Earth and ‘what is life all about?’ Mostly
when he was in Sunday School the desire to know the answers to those two questions arose
in his mind regularly.
And why would Jesus have to come and try to teach people how to find God and live a better
life, without sinning (doing bad or doing improper things)? Car didn't ever do things that were
wrong or hurtful to people or animals. Up to age five he and his younger brother played in their
own fenced backyard, had a little dog, and didn't have anything to do with other kids until they
attended school. So, it was apparent to him that he was taught to be good, don't cause any
trouble or hurt anything or anybody, and he lived by these instructions. He was a calm and
gentle child, while his little brother was hyperactive and considered by his parents as hard to
control.
In other words, Car was a child of already developed higher consciousness and from being
treated rightfully by his parents was progressing well. At age 17, after graduating from high
school with honors, for a lifetime of very involved service and participation in numerous
programs in his school and church, his parents wanted him to get a job and help them pay
their bills and stop talking about wanting to be a minister and go to Princeton University on a
scholarship that his church said they would sponsor for him. He had been working summers
since he was 12 and after school since he was 16, saving the money for college. Fed up with
the laboring jobs that he got after graduating, he signed up to join the Navy but was put on a

long waiting list in 1957.He was upset that his parents did not want him to become a poor
minister and had forced him to take numerous extra subjects in 12th grade, while working after
school and weekends, having to stay up until 1am doing homework after work. He took his
saved college money, bought an old car, got a girlfriend, stopped going to church, and worked
simple laborer's jobs while waiting to be called into the Navy.
The following year he ran off and got married, which began a lifetime of struggling with 2 - 3
jobs to survive. Also, a few months after he was married, his parents said that he got an
appointment to the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland!
However, he could not go there since he was now married. Impatience, anxiety, and
exhaustion had destroyed all opportunities to continue his progress in developing his Higher
Consciousness through the means of higher education facilities.
By age 22 he had badly impaired eyesight, with thick glasses, as a result of working two jobs
for two years, getting only a few hours sleep a night and running himself ragged on caffeine
coffee, to which he was unknowingly highly sensitive. He was buying a house and also took
care of the repairs, upkeep and maintenance of the house and the old car.
One evening, as he was going to bed at 11:30, his wife was watching the Johnny Carson
Show on TV, as she usually did. Johnny made a statement, as the show began, that, the show
was the only serious show they ever had -or- may ever have again in the future. Car thought it
was a lead into a joke and paused to hear about it. He then introduced Hugh Lynn Cayce, the
son of a greatly gifted psychic individual, who had done wonderful things for mankind for 46
years. He had died in 1945 but left a huge heritage of 10 thousand Natural Healing Diagnoses
and Cures all done freely to help mankind! It was one of the most humanitarian stories about
reality, of a gifted man of very high consciousness, who spent his whole life helping people in
need, for free, while he raised his four children and worked as a school photographer and
taught Sunday School at the Presbyterian Church in the little town of Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Car was also a Presbyterian Church member and taught Sunday School but had never heard
one word about this blessed life of a God gifted man! So, he sat down and listened to the
whole story of Edgar Cayce, the Sleeping Prophet, which the world had named him since he
only needed the name and location of a person in need anywhere in the world. They would ask
for a diagnosis of their health illness or ailment and Edgar Cayce would then lay down on a
sofa, go to sleep, be asked about this person's problem and then give an exact medical
diagnosis, like a learned doctor, following it with a natural means to obtain a cure. In every
case that he 'helped,' the person obtained a cure or became greatly improved in their
condition.
During the show, his son described two woman in their 70's who had been wearing eye
glasses for 30-40 years for nearsightedness, that knew Edgar most of their lives. They said
they could see okay but wondered if Edgar could do anything to help them see without
glasses. He invited them to his home after church, did his sleep process, and said that they
should each do a 20-second neck exercise before bedtime for 5-6 weeks and they would take
their glasses off and not need them anymore within 6 weeks time. They did it and were cured.
So I, Car Ingman, wearing very thick eyeglasses, did the same exercise and have not needed
to wear any glasses for distance and even most close-up reading for the last 50 years!

I then went to an inexpensive paperback book store where I found a book on Edgar Cayce's
life, which was one of many written by doctors and authors who knew Edgar well and spread
the word to help mankind with records of Edgar's life accomplishments. More about Edgar's
helpful life, serving mankind, is explained further in material found on my website:
http://considerall.wordpress.com/
From that day on, I never stopped looking behind the everyday, inadequate information
available about the Truth of what life is really all about! Through the desires of my earnest
prayers to learn and understand the 'greater knowing of the real Truth of life,' I was led to 100's
of books on the 'Truth of Existence on Earth.' Caring enough to share this Truth, fairly and
freely for the benefit of any and all who are in need, is what this Truth requires of all who learn
about it.
All the Truth in the ancient philosophers' teachings and writings tell of the same necessity for
people to learn the Ancient Wisdom Teaching, which is all about living in kindness, caring and
sharing, fairly and harmlessly, with our fellow human beings and in harmony with nature.
Car Ingman lives in the north Georgia Mountains in America on a thickly wooded acre with
organically grown fruit trees and vegetables and repairs and maintains everything himself.
If you miss this opportunity to become enlightened, you will be unprepared for the destruction,
already begun, as a result of the obsessive energies of materialism, raging out of all sensible
controls, and which will soon destroy the old, wrongful ways of life.

CHAPTER FOUR
ALL ARE ONE . . .
. . . AS SPARKS OF THE SUPREME BEING, WE CALL GOD
Our destiny is for ALL 'sparks' (individual souls) to reunite as One in the Supreme ONE.
(A notice to fundamentalist churches handed out in Oct.2006 in north Georgia.)
All the religions of this world have had the 'pure meaning' of their recorded teachings altered,
deleted, and corrupted in varying degrees. Christianity is no exception. This does not mean
that many of the faithful followers of these religions are not loving, kind, sharing and caring
people who are living God's teachings as given through His numerous highly developed souls
that were born onto this earth as Sons of God (masterful teachers of the way to gain our
Salvation, from having to return in numerous lifetimes to overcome the flesh.)
The greater knowledge, explaining the means of accomplishing this salvation in detail, is what
lesser developed souls throughout history have altered, deleted and corrupted (with doctrinal
statements, rules and interpretations) of their own creation.
Numerous Christian statements in their Bible are still completely valid, but more clearly
understood when read with the realization that God, man and nature are ONE. All are
immersed in Creation on Earth, which separates us from that ultimate return to Oneness.
Creation in all its magnificent similarity to our previous Oneness, in the, metaphorical, story of
the Garden of Eden, fell into deeper separation, as all major religions teach.
In the Last Days before the return of The Christ (One Savior of ALL, known in each region of
earth by the name and traditional language and history of their people) The Seals of
Knowledge will be unlocked.
In the last 500 years this unlocked knowledge began with mankind's Inspiration toward greater
creative abilities, known as the Renaissance Period (rebirth of knowledge to greatly
advance).In the more recent 150 past years we advanced to the greatest technological levels,
ever attained in our current recorded history on Earth.
The 'exact details' to assist us in attaining our spiritual advancement were also unlocked in the
overshadowing of highly evolved human beings by Spiritual Masters under the Hierarchal
direction of Their Head, The Christ, vast information was released to all of mankind since 1875
and is available in the Theosophical Societies' numerous volumes of Ancient Wisdom of Truth.

It is also available, more recently as of 1980, through souls providing these current days'
writings directed by The, Now, Reappearing Christ and His Masters of Wisdom. His arrival is in
accordance with the exact Christian scriptural predictions and He is here to assist mankind
away from its obsession with world domination and destruction of every living thing on earth.
It behooves all people to investigate this information that is the ancient knowledge of the
Wisdom of God given to mankind through all Ages of Creation's existence.
My work and writings are merely an introduction to this material, in the way I have been
directed to produce it. It is always provided freely with no obligation for anyone to do anything
but examine it and decide of its validity by the exercise of their God-like FREEWILL.
The few pages of material within are just a brief introduction to the vastness of information
available to all. Nothing to join, buy or direct a change of religious affiliation is recommended or
required. Staying where we are and growing in this Light of Pure Truth is each individual's right
and choice, as they see fit to do.
I stand ready to assist in any way that you may request in providing the FREE means to all
further information. Contact me at considerall9@windstream.net.

CHAPTER FIVE
2012: WHY the United States Attacked and Occupied Afghanistan
Attack further explained:
All the violent Muslims who hijacked the 4 airplanes and caused such massive 9-11-01
destruction were Wahabi Muslims (a terribly violent sect of Muslims) who were schooled and
trained by the most violent sect's leaders In Saudi Arabia, where they are located and backed
by the Saudi Arabian Government! There are even numbers of these evil Wahabi Temples of
worship and learning in America, which our corrupt federal government does nothing about
removing them because our oil companies (specifically the Bush family, owners of Pennzoil)
have been closely associated with Saudi Arabia for decades! Saudi Arabia is a large supplier
of OIL to America and its allies, so the United States could not create a war or a disruptive
atmosphere with them! Money, Power, Greed and Domination are the forces that run our
materialist obsessed world, which our awakened churches must correct, now!
The reason we attacked Iraq was for VP Dick Chaney's corporation, Haliburton, to take control
of the fifth largest oil reserves in the world and to run Iraq's oil refineries, which they did, selling
$20 billion of OIL the first year, of which Haliburton took $19+ billion, leaving only $500 million
to run Iraq. Our armed forces had to spend $100's of billions to protect the 600 mile long oil
pipeline running through Iraq with armed guards and weaponry every half mile of its length
(that's 1200 times at three shifts = 3600.soldiers) and more around the refinery and a giant
military compound to house them, loaded with more guards and protective weaponry. (Bechtel
Corporation and Blackwater Corporation are subsidiaries of Haliburton Corporation). Bechtel
Corporation, D. Chaney its former CEO, got the United States Government contracts to repair
and rebuild the massive water and sewage systems in Iraq that were constantly destroyed for
10 years of war.
Black Water Security Guards Corp, D. Chaney former CEO, got the United States contracts to
guard all manner of all the huge number of these projects for 10 years, including the numerous
military bases all over. These private armed guards were paid as much as $100,000.a year
salaries (three to four times what our army was paid). Tens of thousands of private contractors
are still there trying to rebuild some of the massively destroyed infrastructure of the country
and many thousands of Black Water Guards are guarding them. We are paying $100's of
billions yearly (of our Government spending, into continual massive DEBT) to enrich these
devil corporations of Chaney and his gang! Debt now near $17 trillion MUST be paid back,
eventually, to the many countries holding our Treasury Bonds.

Hundreds more pages of our insane war mongering controlled Government can be read and
researched further, if you have the time, stamina, and desire to learn about this devilment
controlling our country, that we all must wake-up, organize, and DEMAND that only good,
humanitarian people should run our government. The massively illiterate members of most
Houses of Worship think, because these clever politicians say they are ‘born again’ and
‘saved,’ that these deceptive devils are doing God's directed works. That is Illiteracy and
ignorance!
Catholic historical records show that around 330 and 550 AD vast portions of the Bible were
removed, 35% explaining much more, metaphorically, about need of reincarnation to evolve
through harmless lifetimes. Jesus, filled with the Christ Consciousness of Godliness, stated in
parables, repeatedly, that we should follow His example and walk in His steps (learning the
mystical, massively complex TRUTH of the knowledge of LIFE and LIVE IT daily), even unto
the possibility of our death, at the hands of our unlearned, self-obsessed religious leaders who
refuse to investigate the TRUTH. That TRUTH is brought before them by harmless, caring
people who have spent decades researching and learning this Ancient Wisdom Teaching of
TRUTH that is. freely available to all who attempt to live caring, sharing, just, and harmless
lives, not backing a government that allows massive pollution and harms and kills millions of
innocent civilians worldwide from their bad behavior hidden and lied about, by selfish business
interests and over 900 military bases' activities!
ALL Bibles (religious writings) of every religion on Earth are written in parables/metaphors
which are a story told of something, as though it was another. Those mystical stories were to
be explained in detail only to those who had reached a higher ability to understand the detailed
meanings. This was a learning process, including specific means of prayer, meditation and
selflessness that would elevate and develop one's abilities over a period of time, if done
properly. Willing one's self to seek out this Truth and learn it, is ‘finding the way.’
The Head of the Defense Department, Donald Rumsfeld; his assistant Paul Wolfowitz (later
Head of the World Bank); Vice President, Dick Chaney; President Bush's Chief Advisor, Karl
Rove and their associates were in authoritative positions in the United States Government
since the 1970's.They had written an Agreement in the 1970's that they would develop a long
range plan to gain power for their business associates to wield control over the world's natural
resources. By the 1980's American Oil Companies were well underway in exploiting these
resources worldwide Turkmenistan's huge oil lands above Afghanistan are having a pipeline
built through Afghan and Pakistan to the ocean. Details of all this and more were exposed by
numerous concerned people in our federal government military, universities, businesses and
other concerned citizens. By 2006-07 FSTV (Free Speech TV), ch.9415 on DISH Network and
Ch.375 on DIRECT TV was reporting regularly on our country and its business associates'
unfair, destructive and dominating affairs controlling oil and gas drilling and exporting in
numerous countries around the world. Most all other news media, TV and radio stations are
dominated by the powers that are in control in our government and all its associated business
interests. These controlled media slant, distort delete or report nothing at all on these corrupt,
polluting practices.
These forces of materialistic obsessions are among the major ones responsible for the
massive pollution and destruction of our world's environment. Coal mining and burning,
unbridled chemical use on crops and all over, genetically modified crops and their corrupt
victimization of farmers, agriculture interests and people everywhere, gold mining's pollution,

landfills of trash and incineration plants, inadequately treated sewage and its release into water
supplies and nuclear power plants and plutonium enrichment plants are releasing FOUR levels
of deadly radiation into our air, soil and waters called ‘back matter’ and ‘dark energy’ that our
instruments are not yet capable of sensing, measuring and analyzing! Astronomers are aware
of its strange presence and affects in the Universe but pay no attention to the clear
explanations of what it is by Spiritual Masters who have given tens of thousands of pages of
information on the Ancient Wisdom Teaching of ‘all knowing’ through the Theosophical Society
since around 1870 and up to today and now through direct open information from these same
Masters, freely to all through Share-International.org, worldwide. (This is where all information
has been available for 30+ years.)
WAR begets WAR, massive debt to pay for it, destruction of many innocent civilians and their
homes, infrastructure, businesses, environment, agriculture lands and all means of retaining
any sane existence! Humanitarian aid to help people develop better crops, manufacturing,
homes, schools and infrastructure raises their opportunity to live and trade peacefully with
other countries in ease and harmony. This is what the United States pretends that they are
doing but much of our government's activities are based on making it possible for big business
associates to have the advantage to make large profits and wield power over the country they
are exploiting! (The end result is great dissatisfaction from that country and its allies; such
unfairness to others has always been the major cause of wars and destructiveness.)
ALL of the world's horrors of wrongfulness MUST be stopped as soon as possible, if mankind
and every living thing on Earth are to survive! Thousands of world scientists have agreed that
around the years 2012-15 the world could reach a point-of-no-return, where pollution will be so
severe that its destructive results will be beyond our control to stop it. Within 10 years after that
the Earth would become a dead planet, completely devoid of ALL Life. The Masters of Earth
agree that it cannot be allowed to happen and they will intervene so that the meek (harmless)
souls can inherit the Earth.
The Reappearing Christ has returned, fulfilling all scriptural predictions. He is the same
Expected, Returning Deity by all religions worldwide. The Christians' Savior, Jews' Messiah,
Muslims' Imam Mahdi, Hindus' Krishna, Buddhists' Maitreya Buddha and the same Holy Being
expected by all others. He is the same Master of all the Masters of the Spiritual Hierarchy of
Earth! Mankind has created the separativeness from its differing regions, cultures and
languages! (Learn every detail and all questions answered, ALL always free: Share
International)
1. Obama will be last President of United States.
2. A world-wide stock market crash and the banking and financial institutions will fail with
faltering governments.
3. A consortium of state governors will run the Federal Government.
4. Earth's oceans cannot absorb any more CO2 as of 2010, causing massive precipitation,
desertification and very altered climate areas, melting glaciers and polar icecaps.
5. The Reappearing Christ will have a Day of Declaration that will overshadow all of mankind
for 30 minutes with a white light of all knowing, telepathically telling why we are on Earth, what
we must do to save it and how the Masters will assist us.

CHAPTER SIX
WHAT Our Federal, State & County Governments don't want us to know
(Written February 2007)
The average American lives in a total blur of seeing, believing or understanding the true reality
of what is really happening in America and around world! Average means: those who are so
busy working jobs (many times husband and wife) to keep their expensive or just a survival
lifestyle going, to meet their responsibilities that they have created. Expensive cars or trucks,
homes, lots of kids, trying to buy everything that they want, financed to the hilt or just keeping
up the everyday struggle to survive on low paying jobs that have little security for the future,
while fewer and fewer opportunities for better or additional employment are not available.
Depression and a feeling of hopelessness prevails daily that leads to ailments, illnesses,
unconcern for trying harder or alcohol or drug dependence, which further saps their already
suffering financial conditions, jeopardizes their jobs, marriages or relationships, children's wellbeing and destroys all abilities for a stable present or future!
Why should we, who are stable, financially okay or well-off, and not among such
sufferers be concerned?
1. Because, we are also living in that non-reality blur if we do not know or want to find out WHY
everything in this country is such a mess for the average (and for the below average, high
school dropout, continual public assistance taker, substance abuser and criminal behaving
type).You think these are a minority group? NOT so!
A. 47 million employed (16% of pop.) can't afford health insurance and suffer from it.
B. 35 millions are on Social Security Benefits, plus many disabled millions, with very limited
medical benefits for the 35 million unless you buy lots of expensive supplemental
insurance.
C. Another 50 million are continually supplemented or live on public assistance.
D. (A, B and C) show nearly half of Americans may not have complete health care, no
dental care (a severe everyday problem for most), no corrective eye care, or are getting it
through public assistance (whose many doctors and medical facilities) are robbing the
United States tax funds of $100's of billions with their inept and/or corrupt practices and
victimizing ways!

E. America is the only country in the world that does not have FREE health care. No other
country, regardless of how poor they are, forces their people to pay huge (mostly
unaffordable) insurance premiums for mostly inept and outrageously expensive services. If
you owe a huge balance for major or long term treatment (as is usual) they will, within 6
months to a year of non-payment, by court order, take your house, car and anything you
own to pay to toward that bill. Then, with no address of residence, you are denied public
assistance!
(1) America is 37th in quality of health care worldwide!
(2) Cuba is number three in quality of health care and it is 100% FREE and they send
their FREELY educated doctors and medical personnel to surrounding islands and
Central and South America's countries to aid their suffering poor! Their Communism is
Socialism reflected in Humanitarian Care for their people and other poor needy
populations of neighboring countries. This is the universal, Godly directed means of truly
serving ‘our brothers' needs!’
(3) Because, whether we struggled to earn our well-off place, worked steady to
accomplish it, won it or are the wealthy elite who never knew any different, every human
being is their brother’s keeper and responsible for helping those who are less fortunate.
(4) Christian and other major world religions state this in their holy writings:
A. The wealthy elite are the ones mainly responsible for the conditions that have brought
America to the brink of all the destructiveness of fear of terror attacks, war, massive
pollution worldwide, global warming, dominating other countries for profit and greed (their
natural resources, industry, commerce, trade and agriculture) and creating world control by
military superiority and intimidation with 737 known military bases worldwide (in 2010,
900+)!
B. Money, profit, greed and power are the principles of consumerism that our nation has
become obsessed with and wrongfully call it ‘Democracy in Action’
C. Most every politician from local to national are in office to serve business interests for
their mutual profit! It has become a way of life in varying degrees of corruption since the
inception of the United States, 230 years ago.
D. United States Government complicity with corrupt business interests to control every
aspect of world goods and services by every means possible has reached the pinnacle of
world domination, nearing world devastation of all life on Earth!
(1) Thousands of world scientists' 'shared reports' and Jim Hansen the head scientist for
America's prestigious Goddard Space Institute had reported in 2006, in agreement with
world scientists, that climate change and pollution reached such dangerous proportions,
worldwide that we were soon approaching a tipping point of irreversible damage that
could destroy all life on Earth. This tipping point could be within five years!
(2) Highly evolved Spiritual Masters, who have been assisting mankind's progress to
avoid self-destructive annihilation of all life, stated in 2006 that at the present rate, there
will be NO life on Earth in 15 years:

a. These Masters are now working among us in flesh, intervening on the affairs of
mankind to inspire and guide us away from our self-destruction. Our actions are against
Cosmic Law!
b. No specific knowledge of these Masters need be known among the many millions of
people striving to make change for the better: They are mentioned here to 'affirm' the
mass insanity bringing this inevitable destruction that has been identified by world
scientists and is being protested by great num bers of inspired people both here and
worldwide! The oppressed are rising against WRONG!
(3.) The Bush administration and their associated corporate business interests and the
entire military industrial complex are dominating world affairs for control of OIL and other
natural resources using their governing powers to influence public opinion to continue
their world domination. The ultra-wealthy elite are in total power with the Bush/Cheney
empirical rulers controlling the United States Executive, Judiciary, Congress Branches of
Government. Democrats’ majority voting power in Congress is NOT being exercised to
change anything because most back the giant money flow to the military industrial
complex supplying weaponry WORLDWIDE!

CHAPTER SEVEN
CONSIDERATION FOR EVERY LIVING THING
(9th and last Column of 2007)
(Rejected for print by North Georgia News 6-29-07, stating ”People don't want to hear that!”)
MONEY is what everything appears to be about for most people, businesses, professions,
governments (local to national) and followed by POWER and Domination!
Of course, it is the means used for exchange of goods and services but the obsession for
having lots of it and getting all that we can purchase with it has taken over the minds and
emotions of most Americans and the other rulers of the world, the G8 (most powerful nations,
includes China). Power over others and domination of their natural resources (water,
agriculture, minerals, oil and gas and the land upon which it is located) by PRIVITIZATION by
the rich and powerful is the dominant power running everything.
World Government (so falsely identified by Christian fundamentalists as the United Nations
group members) is in clear reality the G8 Nations with the United States of America directing
the show, for its own interests primarily and with dictatorial VETO power (through being Chief
Nation in the Natl. Security Council of the U.N.) has been running the world for decades! Our
United States Government is much controlled by the privately owned WORLD BANK and its
United States Federal Reserve Banking System. They manipulate all USURY of monetary
funds for their profit, while mostly at the expense of the world's inhabitants. Republicans and
Democrats, our elected officials, in our federal, state and many county levels of our
government are an Interwoven Network of Controllers of everything, hopefully for good but
definitely not always so!
IGNORANCE of (disregarding, paying no attention to) this developing reality of world
governance by these people and their groups is why this began, developed to world control
and will continue its destructive forces until its inequality, unfairness and unlawfulness
collapses the entire system.
Many Americans think they have it made as their ‘rights of freedom’, of ‘self-determination’ are
already severely eroded to a hollow shell of what our Constitution originally provided. The
wealthy, controlling elite and all those languishing in profits of their control run much of
everything and convince us that it is GOOD.
Why should we care or be upset about this? “We're okay, Jack,” as long as we've got food on
the table, 150 or more TV stations, videos and DVD’s to buy or rent, schools for the kids,
medical care, cars, trucks, ATVs and boats and church activities to occupy our lives, when
we're not working (and/or being supplemented with food stamps and public assistance
checks). From the view of the average American, too busy surviving in this way just described,
this sounds pretty good compared to many of us old folks who worked two and three jobs for
much of our lives, pinching pennies and doing without anything, besides a mortgaged home
and maybe a vehicle loan, that would run us into unwanted debt. You say it is today's way of
life, but without reading signs of danger!

Among the many reasons that we should absolutely be upset enough to learn about what's
really happening to us behind the falsehood presented as GOOD for us is:
1. Most of our vegetables and fruit are genetically altered, sprayed heavily with systemic weed
killer (absorbed into the plant and its edible part), much is imported from foreign countries, like
Mexico, who have overloaded the plants with insecticides, additives etc.
2. The 2002 Farm Bill passed by Congress requiring Country of origin be on the label (but still
devoid of chemical, antibiotic and additives identities) has been delayed in its implementation
by the BUSH administration six years, until October 2008 (like he has delayed or taken
Presidential exception to enforcing, as with over 650 other bills passed)
3. The House of Representatives, in 2005/2006 had created a bill, still in committee, I believe,
preventing by law any food market from labeling any fruit or vegetable with where it came from,
what chemicals used on it, genetic modifications, atomic radiat ion, known allergic reactions, or
if grown in treated sewage.
4. China is the third largest exporter of seafood to the United States, which is so loaded with
antibiotics (from their fish farms, known to have as much as five times the mercury
contamination as ocean fish, and considered dangerous to eat) and other food additives that
as of 6-28-07 the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) prohibited Chinese farmraised seafood imports unless suppliers can prove shipments have no harmful residues
(voluntarily, when, how, who does that?)
5. China just sentenced the Head of their FDA to death for his corrupt actions as its head (but
we can “trust our trading ally, China,” says the BUSH administration!
6. China's ministry rep has stated that already signed contracts with United States suppliers
should be accepted unless these shipments violate importing countries' quarantine rules.
7. The chemical to make antifreeze, diethylene glycol was found in Chinese made, American
brand toothpastes as much as 8.5%.This chemical, found mixed in cough syrup, killed 100
people in Panama (unknown, how many sickened).
8. Over 400,000 Chinese-made tires were exported to America (and possibly millions more)
are recalled as of 7-1-07 for treads that may rip apart. Our pets couldn't question their Chinese
made deadly food contamination. We must think and question everything!
(Author note: I co-wrote this 37th column and more, never printed; too much Truth!)

CHAPTER EIGHT
WHY Americans live in a Fog Bank of Unreality and Falsehood caused by
their leaders.
Letter to friends and relatives, Sept.2004, of destructive American business practices approved
by United States Government on Americans and the world's general populace since early 1990!

(Updated August 2009)
On Sept.11, 2004 FSTV (Free Speech TV), ch.9415 DISH TV at 12-1PM ran a two-part series
on the improper alteration of food producing plants by the unproven and unsafe means of
altering their genetic structure with animal genes. Monsanto Chemical Co., who produced a
horribly destructive and cancer causing vegetation destroyer, AGENT ORANGE (known today
as Round-Up Vegetation Killer worldwide) that was used by United States Armed Forces to
defoliate 80% of Vietnam in the 1970's has also been genetically modifying (also known as aka - 'GM' plants) vegetable plants since the 1980's.This animal gene modification of our
vegetables was never tested for nutritional or health affecting possibilities on humans or
animals AND was approved by the Assistant Chairman of the Food and Drug Administration in
the early 1990's for unrestricted sales and use nationwide and later worldwide!
In this first TV show by FSTV Percy Schmeiser told a horror story of an everyday reality being
dispensed with United States Government approval by corporate monster Monsanto Chemical
Co. Instead of using the natural process of inducing a plant to accept a constant crosspollinating with another variety of its type, to improve the strength, crop yield, resistance to
mold, disease or insect infestation, Monsanto introduced animal genes to the vegetables'
genetic structure in thousands of experimental growing plants that I witnessed on thousands of
acres in the state of Maryland in the 1980's displaying signs with code numbers on every row
of corn and other crops everywhere you looked. Farmers either lied or were too illiterate to
know that these were GM crop experiments because they told me that they were just new
varieties of corn.
The reason for all this experimentation was to see what this introduction of animal genes in
varied degrees produced in crop yields, immunity to vegetation killer (Agent Orange/RoundUp) when sprayed on weeds around the vegetable plants and the production of sterile seeds
so that the public would not be able to save seeds to grow the next season's crops.
Finally as Monsanto perfected these vegetation killer chemical (Agent Orange/Round-Up)
saturated plants, immune to these deadly chemicals and producers of sterile seeds they sold
their only one time producing seeds to plant growers who flooded the stores with only that type
of many new varieties of PLANTS to buy. After several years of the public buying their GM
Plants in little eight seedlings to a pack of plants for .79 cents a planter pack, THEN the prices

began rising until, today, in 2009 those plants now sell for a $1.49 for a single plant seedling or
$3.50 for a larger single plant. Over the last few years of my growing these GM Plants, I have
seen severely varied results of growth, vegetable production and instability of the plants during
the growing season. Their seeds are sterile, and buying seed packets, to grow, have been a
disaster of all degrees of improper growth and dying shortly after sprouting, no matter how
good the soil and care were of the newly sprouted plants. Talking to several different people,
randomly, in a major chain store that sells these types of plants and seeds, each of them said
that they had very similar BAD results, like mine, from growing seeds and among the
vegetable plants that they had purchased there.
This is a CRIME against humanity! NO business or political power should authorize or control
the altering of plants for food production that makes it impossible for the public to grow their
own food crops from their previously grown vegetables' seeds.
In addition, many of these GM plants and the one time growth seeds produce plants that have
a limited or early failing nature, susceptible even more to insect infestation regardless of how
well they are cared for or the effects of good growing weather. Monsanto even recommends
that only their combinations of insecticides and vegetation (weed infestation) killers be used on
these GM plants, since their genetic structure has been altered to only accept Monsanto
Chemical's powerful chemicals, killing surrounding weeds but not the vegetable plant. The
vegetable plants absorb these chemicals throughout their whole system, even INTO the
vegetable - and then into us as we eat them!
Equally as BAD is the toxic contamination of farm workers, mostly very poor migrants, who are
considered expendable, since many are illegal immigrants. United States Government
approved policies permit the ultra-wealthy, well connected members of the United States
Agriculture Department and Farm Bureau to exercise their desire to hire cheap, day laborers
with no rights or benefits. Maximum crop yields and profits are the primary driving force of
America's giant corporate-owned so called BIG family-run farms!
Only two companies are still selling non-genetically modified seeds and plants, Heirloom and
Heritage Seed and Plant Companies. They are also expensive and hard to find at the stores.
The gigantic wealth of American businesses, with their influence to get approved for sales here
and worldwide by United States Governmental authorities, have created world controlling
practices that foist upon humanity wrongful actions that are massively destructive!
It has been reported that Americans have been eating about 65% genetically modified
vegetables and fruit since 2004 that may drastically alter our immune systems' responses to
illnesses because of the passed on genetic modification, which in tests on animals, eating GM
foods, showed poor health results on them. In 2006, our government released a statement that
in the near future half the United States population would die of cancer. It is now reported that
about 80,000 chemicals are approved for use in the United States (through industry, business
and agriculture) and is well known that most all chemicals previously used, but now banned,
are sold to other countries that export their food products to the United States. It has been
reported that 65% of all food sold in the state of Georgia is imported from outside of the United
States.

Ancient writings and current sources of Masters of the world's great religions state that people
should eat food grown locally, free of unnatural chemicals and that it will be most nutritiously
beneficial when picked freshly, as much as possible.
‘BIG BUSINESS FARMS,’ even though ‘family owned,’ are giant corporate entities that are
greatly supplemented by huge government subsidies, grants and low government loans, for
BIG profits. Imported food is cheaper for United States stores to buy than most locally grown,
food. Much American grown food is exported to foreign countries, where it is sold cheaply,
causing many 3rd world countries’ farmers to go bankrupt and lose their little farms because
they cannot compete with the prices charged by the hugely subsidized American farms. This is
an insane state of affairs created by America's monstrous agriculture supplemental, political
policies!
FSTV (Free Speech Television) has reported numerous times about clearly accurate numbers
of India's farmers suffering massive losses from failed Monsanto Chemical Co.'s GM plants
growing, poor production, problematic crops and even producing complete crop failures and
early dying plants! Also Monsanto ignored these terribly destructive conditions ruining peoples'
lives and never reimbursed them for their losses. Ms. Vandana Shiva, a world renowned
journalist and well respected advocate of humanitarian policies and actions from India has
reported on numerous inhumane activities going on worldwide. She reported that as many as
10,000 of India’s farmers suffered massive crop failures, without reimbursement, causing them
to commit suicide as a result of their losing their farms, homes and destruction of their families
abilities to survive in 2006!
FSTV also reported on farmers in the United States and Canada who had their crops and
even farms confiscated by Monsanto Chemical Co. because they won court ruling legal actions
stating that if any Monsanto GM plants are found growing on a farmer's land, regardless of it
happening because of wind or insect caused cross-pollination of those plants then Monsanto
can take your complete crop of that type food produced. If a farmer refuses to give up his crop
to Monsanto, then Monsanto can con fiscate his entire farm and permanently evict the farmer
and his family! Monsanto inspectors are allowed to go onto any farm lands to inspect for the
possibility of any Monsanto GM plants growing on a property, even though that farm had never
purchased or grown any Monsanto GM plants! Even any evidence of Monsanto's GM plants
growing along the side of a road by a farmer's land bordering that road (that most likely blew
some GM plant residue seed off a passing truck from a farm in that area growing Monsanto's
GM plants) IS REASON for Monsanto to take your crops and/or farm!
Equally as bad is the fact that we Americans are not allowed to see specific labeling on our
food, stating if it is from GM food crops, Bovine Growth Hormone in our milk and milk products,
what chemicals are put on our fruits and veggies, if they are irradiated with radioactive waste
(done by companies in Florida and New Jersey) grown in human sewage, etc.
WHAT DO ALL THESE TERRIBLE INJUSTICES ALLOWED BY AND ENFORCED BY OUR
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT MEAN TO US AMERICANS?
I believe it is very clear that the ultra-wealthy and powerful forces of Americans that sponsor
the legislation and legal actions to create these inhumane and destructive types of policies and
laws must be confronted by the outcry for justice by the American public, demanding that
CLEAN, non-toxic air, water, food and land is the right of all our citizens and should not be
monopolized by a privileged few who do these things for selfish profit, greed and power at the

expense of individuals and the general public's Constitutional and Humanitarian RIGHTS and
similar Rights of our world's fellow human beings and their environment that is so unjustly
infringed upon!
The second half of FSTV's presentation that day was entitled Transformation of the Future of
Agriculture. The introductions of the subject matter by Kenny Ausobel, the President of
BIONEERS was another spectacular eye opener of what is going on, without the general
public having any idea of how seriously we will all be affected. These programs should be
repeated on prime time TV shows, BUT MAY NEVER HAPPEN because the message being
given is paramount to the FUTURE EXISTENCE of our planet's poor, suffering and needy and
the rest of us so-called educated populace who have been duped by our electorate and news
media for decades!

CHAPTER NINE
Brief Statement of Facts about the Reason for Life on Earth
(Compiled from 24 years of thorough research of the Ageless Wisdom Teaching released to
mankind over the last 130 years by Ascended Masters of the Earth experience who have taken
the responsibility to serve mankind in all means that they may assist through inspiration and
guidance without infringing mankind's free will.) (Prepared as a handout in 2006)
1. Rule of Law (specific statutes that are universal) exists on Earth & throughout the universe.
A. Cause and Effect (what-so-ever a man sows, he shall also reap), if not in one's present life,
then in following lifetime experiences, until we perfect our Being in living harmlessly.
2. The Earth is approximately 3-1/2 billion years old.
3. Mankind has been on Earth for 18-1/2 million years.
4. Most human beings' souls return to Earth after death in repeated lifetimes, as another
human being, approximately 50-100 years after death, among the same family members,
friends and associates and at the exact same point of evolvement (progression of attained
experiences) requiring the overcoming of all those harmful experiences that it caused in former
lives.
5. Each reincarnation (repeated life) may have the soul born into a male or female body as a
descendant of the same family, as a father, mother, brother, sister, relative, neighbor, etc.(as
whatever is required) to grant the needed experience to recompense for former life's causes.
6. Evolution of life from its original existence of one celled elements, through its progression of
plant, animal and human form, is a universal law in the ensoulment of matter as it is created by
the Divine Principle (GOD).
7. GOD IS, IS ALL and IS EVERYWHERE AT ONCE, therefore all life is GOD!
A. Each soul is a duplicate atom of GOD, a basic structure of 'pure energy' of all created.
(1) Immersed in 'matter' at its creation by Will of the God Deity of this planet it involuted
into matter and began its journey of evolvement (through experiencing its existence)
living, dying and reincarnating in the continuous cycle of Evolvement, slowly progressing,
overcoming its previous life, toward a higher attainment in increments.
8. There are 7 Levels of Consciousness (the totality of one's thoughts). Attaining higher levels
of this consciousness brings Awareness of one's spiritual Oneness with the ONE of ALL.

A. Those 7 levels have 7 sublevels, reached by attainment of knowledge of one's true being,
gained in tiny degrees of self-awareness in each lifetime of experiences.
9. Becoming AWARE of one's Oneness with the Divine Principle or GOD is every living thing's
inborn purpose for their existence as they evolve through matter in each lifetime.
10. A ruling Hierarchy of Masters (overseers of the evolutionary process) exists in Spirit (the
higher levels of Consciousness) as does an Earthly hierarchy of rulers exists in the flesh.
A. The Hierarchy of Masters are perfected Beings who lived as we do, having already
evolved through thousands of lifetimes, each in their individual experiences, until the gained
self-awareness of Godly Oneness through the perfection of their Being.
B. Most Earthly rulers are at various levels of gaining self-Awareness of their Divine
Oneness, unperfected and still experiencing mankind's distorted sense of reality, through all
its lower levels of evolvement, expressing unjust, dominating, competitive and other
improper behavior to their fellow man and nature.
11. An example of mankind's struggle with the unjustness of their daily lives, through our entire
brief few thousand years of recorded history, is shown in the separative, self-serving
distortions of the recorded truth of past events. Example: the lies and falseness of today's
rulers!
A. Each area of the world's civilizations under their presiding rulers, both of positive and
negative degrees of abilities and desires, have recorded those same levels of distortion in
what is accepted as truth, myth and questionable accuracy of events in our history.
12. An example of ‘perfected beings’ of The Hierarchy of Masters' intervention to assist
mankind in turning away from their distorted, self-serving and destructive ways is Their
sending an Avatar (World Teacher) about the time of each change of the AGE.
A. One of 12 Astrological Ages occurs, individually, approximately every 2,150 years (for a
duration of about 2,150 years) directing new Energies of that Age to enliven mankind toward
advancement in their evolvement unto self-Awareness. This period is, today, a verifiable fact
through scientific knowledge of a planetary alignment that took place in 1988, toward the
constellation known as Aquarius, signifying Earth coming under influence of that known
astrological synthesis (blending of man's differences).
(1) Our current history shows records in recorded archives of only remnants of the truth
made in statements about the last Piscean Age, entering with Jesus the Christ as the
Avatar and (its symbol of fishes); the previous Age of Aries (symbol of the ram) and
before that the Age of Taurus (symbol of the bull).
(2) Among those great perfected beings who served as teachers for mankind through
numerous Ages, were Hercules, Hermes, Rama, Mithra, Confucius, Zoraster, Vyasa,
Krishna, Buddha, The Christ and Mohammed. Each would appear and work with people
in various regions of the world, where they saw that area to have the greatest need and
where they might be most effective in their mission to aid mankind in its transition into
the New Age's Energies.
13. Only through mankind's investigating the collected works of recorded history, have these
facts mixed with distortions and removal of truths, made evident the basis for understanding

the exact Truth of all the above -when- considered with the Absolute Truth released unto
mankind in these last 130 years, by these Ascended Masters, in the Ageless Wisdom
Teaching, freely available to all in every language and every area of the world.
A. These teachings explain every detail of what mankind can presently understand of all this
knowledge, according to the degree of evolvement each has attained at this place in time.
Those who know this Truth are requested to serve the needs of their fellow man, with
whatever abilities and means the server may possess.
(1) Through the learning of this Truth, mankind is inspired, guided and assisted, by the
Masters, creating in them a desire to serve and progress themselves unto Higher Levels
of Consciousness, leading to ultimate Self-Awareness and becoming Masters of their
own Being.
(2) Each of us are destined, eventually, to become Masters over our Self, only, not
masters over anyone else. A Master, as Jesus became, in realizing and mastering His
Self, was an example for all who ever heard of His Life's Experience to ‘follow in His
steps’ to gain self-awareness toward perfection, forsaking all physical attachments, even
unto death in the flesh.
(3) Mankind, as usual, has distorted the Truth of Jesus’ Teaching and the example of His
Life to overcome the desires of the fleshly existence by living harmlessly and ultimately
being saved from the required continuance of reincarnating in the flesh upon Earth.
FIND OUT ALL THESE DETAILS FREE AT http://www.Share-International.org

CHAPTER TEN
AMERICANS are asleep to the Reality of our country's
Divided Status of RICH or POOR, directed by Government.
Policies and their connected business associates, who not only
dictate our existence but also that of the World!
Former President Eisenhower - and Allied Commanding Five-Star General of WWII - warned in
the 1950's of the growing power of the Military/Industrial Interconnected Complex that was
dominating our Federal Governing representatives in Congress and the Pentagon (war
department) to spend excessive amounts of our tax revenues on weapons and war materials
including massively polluting atomic, chemical and bacteriological materials! Our dictatorial
policies do aid other countries for our own business profits without regard to their abilities to
sustain a better existence from much of that aid. We promote United States business interests
for ‘profit at all costs’ regardless of air, water and soil being polluted. We have a long record of
friendships with despots like Saddam Hussein. Welfare assistance and reeducation, for jobs
that do not exist, given to unemployed when other benefits end are the reason unemployment
figures are not 10-12 %.
WE ARE BEING LIED TO ABOUT EVERYTHING . . .
to keep in control that 'wasteful, destructive, world dominating' power structure, NOW running
our country! Jobs, for making war materials, 'are not the answer!'
“You cannot simultaneously prepare for war and peace,” said Albert Einstein, most brilliant
scientist of 20th century. Not only did he discover atoms the basic structure of all matter in the
universe, he also found the means, and demonstrated it, to disinte grate and transport matter,
as he did in the 1940's with a Navy ship and a crew, from the Philadelphia Ship Yards to the
port in Norfolk, VA. It was not a perfected accomplishment because the crew only had a small
group that survived it physically and mentally whole.(The book The Philadelphia Experiment
interviewing the still living survivors, previously sworn to secrecy by the United States
Government, was published in the 1970's.) It is little known!
In the 1950's Peter Thompkins published his scientific book of his years of study and analyses
of The Mystery of the Pyramids in Egypt. Among the many things that were discovered about
them, were the facts:
1. The 20-ton perfectly cut interlocking stones could not possibly have been transported by
slaves rolling them on logs across desert and swampy lands from mountains that they cut
them out of, 40-50 miles away.
2. They were fitted against each other with their glaze-like perfectly cut sides, so that a piece of
paper could not be passed between their adjoining surfaces.
3. When Alexander the Great conquered Egypt around 330 B.C. he had the marble capstones,
that were the finished surface of the Great Pyramid, removed to build the City of Alexandria.
When scientists placed a layer of this marble back on the surface of the Pyramid to get an
accurate measurement of it, they discovered that the measurements were the formula for the
exact calculation of half the density of the Earth.

4. The burial chamber of the Pharaoh when duplicated in models of any proportionate size, of
even a cardboard model of a pyramid, on a level plane with one side facing to compass correct
NORTH it has the ability to restore rusted items to perfect condition with a sharp edge and
preserve food into a plastic-like condition that will last for years without any refrigeration or
other preservation of any type (and be totally edible and nutritious).
5. Hieroglyphics (writings) within the pyramids spoke of delicate brain surgery that successfully
cured illnesses, showing the highly developed knowledge and abilities of Egyptian Masters
over 3,000 years ago. Jesus studied amidst these Masters for a decade.
Civilizations have risen and fallen for hundreds of thousands of years in mankind's progression
of existence through the plant, animal, and human kingdoms to higher evolvement into spirit.
Right now, there are highly evolved spiritual beings living in flesh to assist mankind out of its
ascent into total destruction of every living thing on Earth in THE NEXT 15 YEARS! FACT not
fiction!
Two thousand (2,000) world scientists meeting in 1995, 1998, and 2000 say that total
destruction is possibly 30-40 years away, with things appearing worse with data collected at
every meeting. Pandemics capable of killing hundreds of millions of us are forming into all
likelihood of stark reality.
Fundamentalists who overly simplify their narrow view of ALL KNOWLEDGE OF LIFE are
causing much of the destruction EVIDENT at every turn, RIGHT NOW! Any governments'
behavior of imposing democracy, capitalism, consumerism and all the rest that the United
States and its allies are doing that infringes others' abilities to have a sustainable existence by
their self-rule with clean water, housing, medical care, education and a means to grow
sustaining crops and Share Fairly in Trade is against the Laws of God in every major religions
belief! Religious people, atheists, and everyone in between must WAKE UP, get information of
TRUTH and change the world for the better, NOW!

CHAPTER ELEVEN
The United States of America, Great Britain, Russia and most all world
governments have been hiding extensive knowledge of UFO's for 60 years!
WHY?
White House reporter Sarah McLendon asked President Clinton why he didn't do something
about UFO disclosure. Clinton replied, “Sarah, there is a government inside the government
and I don't control it. It's time for the people of the United States to launch a new war against
the evil of lies, deceit and darkness and go all out to win the victory of truth, transparency and
light.”
Write this newspaper about your experiences! Government officials and astronauts are
releasing much credible information. North Georgia and North Carolina newspapers would not
print this!
(100 words are the total for this subject for the Editorial page/ requested Sept.2010)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------The above 100 words on a subject that when examined closely of many tens of thousands of
reports and photos, worldwide, since Jan.2009, and an increase in huge volumes over the last
10 years of: several thousand Crop Circles (when investigated by authorities, who beat the
government people, to the site, who are paid to destroy the crop circles as quick as possible)
beneficial radiation is always being emitted by the nearly bent flat crops that recover to a
normal stature, within a few days, and then yield a very healthy bountiful crop.100's of people
report healings of illnesses and ailments after spending only a few minutes in the crop circles,
newly formed in only a matter of a few minutes or seconds, as farmers have reported after
returning on their farm machinery within just a few minutes after passing by the untouched
crop area! Hundreds of these artistic designs, undamaging to the crops have been
photographed by a dedicated team of recorders of these Energy Designs done in the crops in
England from aircraft dispatched to the newly reported designs' locations. The crude fake crop
circles made by humans crush the crops, are not radioactive, and are government sponsored
or just fakes!
A star-like Light has been seen by hundreds of thousands, worldwide, both day and night,
which changes into numerous colors and shapes, and moves around in the sky, and after
several minutes or more disappears. Thousands of photos have been taken of these
phenomena and printed in newspapers and magazines worldwide.

Governments and astronomical observatories, who have observed these strange occurrences
since January 2009 have refused to divulge what they have seen, or discuss it! This has been
the normal governing procedure worldwide for more than half a century and many people, to
date, accept whatever the news media reports without any further thought or investigation of
THE TRUTH, usually hidden, on all subjects of importance! (Contact this site for answers to
your questions and to books of information on these subjects.)
This author can provide volumes of pages of photos and the photo taker's explanation, time,
date, location and repetitiveness of the happening. Also former governing officials, astronauts,
law enforcement people and other authoritative sources who have documented information on
these subjects have written articles and books exposing all.

CHAPTER TWELVE
Mankind is waking up to the realization of what the proper behaviors are to
bring about Peace and Harmony.
They are ‘kindness, caring, fairness and sharing’ in dealing with our fellow human beings. All
these will (in the near future) be reflected in our governing elected officials actions toward other
countries, in addressing the basic needs of their people (adequate food and water, housing,
health care, education and a means to provide for their families) as we interact in our relations
with them.
These real and effective actions (not deceptive, diplomacy with multiple underlying agendas for
profit, greed, power and oppressive policies) as has been a vast part of America's, and other
countries', elected political powers and their corporate business associates, in the past, will
soon become a reality as people everywhere demonstrate, in every means possible, for their
leaders to act rightfully for the well-being of the people with cooperative, harmless policies.
Every major religion has ONE basic concept expressing their beliefs and expected behavior of
their followers, as given by their divine leaders.
It is: The Golden Rule (Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.) and another
supplementing statement: (Take your Brothers' or your fellow human beings' needs as your
own). LOOK OUT FOR ONE ANOTHER and do it FAIR and PROPERLY, not UNJUSTLY!
(Love your brother, as yourself.)
ALL PEOPLE ARE CHILDREN (evolving/learning human beings) OF ONE GOD OF ALL.
Religions and their altered, distorted and deleted original teachings in what are referred to as
BIBLES, contain both the basic statements of TRUTH -and- other interpreted material that
mankind has used to bring separativeness amongst our ONENESS, in One GOD of ALL.
These major religions expect a returning Deity to save them from their own (mankind’s')
destructiveness and carry them to a heavenly reward for their belief that they thought they tried
to live as rightfully as possible in believing in their God.
That Expected ONE is the same Highest Evolved Human Being, returning to Inspire, guide and
assist all human beings, as we exercise our own FREEWILL, to learn from this Perfected
Being (Messiah, Saviour, Krishna, Buddha, Ihmam Mahdi of all religions) World Teacher's
provided enlightenment to the TRUTH of ALL Things.
By Universal Law, that Expected/Appointed One comes at the ending and beginning of each
AGE (approx. 2,150 year astrological cycle/period of time that its energies affect mankind) to

assist mankind (in each area of Earth, separated by language and race), as HE feels are
reachable, in directing people away from the final destructive powers of that passing AGE,
caused by those undeveloped souls in the fullness of their selfish agendas for profit, greed,
power and oppressive policies!
Along the way of our lives, reborn repeatedly on Earth to recompense for our actions in former
lives, more highly progressed/evolved souls (more learned in the TRUTH of how we should
live) live and speak out in that TRUTH to help bring change for the betterment of ALL. Many of
these dedicated humans know nothing of repeated lives.
An excellent example of just such a person is President Dwight Eisenhower. Also former Chief
of Staff of all allied forces in World War II, defeating the ultimate ‘antichrist, Adolph Hitler,’ over
fifty years ago and after several years as President, observed and lamented that "Every gun
that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired, signifies in the final sense a theft
from those who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. I like to
believe that people in the long run are going to do more to promote peace than our
governments. Indeed, I think people want peace so much that one of these days governments
had better get out of the way and let them have it."
Anyone who reads this has come to a crossroads in their life, where they have progressed to
in their own evolvement to reaching a higher state of consciousness. By your own FREEWILL
it would be well for you to investigate, further, this enlightening information that is always FREE
to all who have found it. You have led yourself to this and may accept, reject or ignore it. We
are all ONE in GOD, learning of our Divinity with each lifetime of experiences that leads us
ultimately unto our own self-Awareness. We are all climbing Jacob's ladder step by step unto
our Godly Realization. Jesus gave in His life, an example to ‘follow in His steps’ filled with The
Christ Presence within Him (after His Baptism filled Jesus with this Holy Spirit) and helped
Jesus perfect His Being (in flesh) in selfless service to His fellowman, unto His death to the
fleshly existence. Vast deletions of scripture (330 and 550 AD) explained this process!
That ‘perfected being,’ The ‘Christ’ that filled Jesus, is now the Head of the Hierarchy of
Masters (for Earth), known as Maitreya, the Avatar or World Teacher for the already entered
AGE of Aquarius, with the Master Jesus at His side and 12 other Masters actively working with
mankind under Maitreya the Christ's direction. Nearly 3 dozen more of This Hierarchy of
Masters (most of whom we will know from their selfless, serving lives of historical record) will
be serving mankind in the flesh (in indestructible manifested Bodies) during this Aquarian AGE
of Enlightenment (where the MEEK shall inherit the Earth) for about 2,350 years during this
first Age of the next 26,000 year cycle of the 12 Earth Astrological Ages. No more dark-sided
souls from the Age of Pisces (12th sign of the Zodiac) have been born after 1998, for the entire
Aquarian Age (1st sign of the Zodiac) as the MEEK (harmless) souls, only, reincarnate during
this entire New Age. A Day of Declaration by Christ Maitreya, the same ‘Expected ONE,’ is
near, following a world economic and financial collapse by 2012 or 13!
My explanation here is of the most simplistic and basic nature. All details of this Ageless
Wisdom Teaching of the TRUTH of our existence is told in an esoteric science --- meaning
simply that it lies beyond the understanding of the average person. It presents a systematic
and comprehensive account of the evolutionary process, in man and nature, from an energetic
standpoint: how the universe came to exist; how it operates and man's place within it.
(Learn more at www.Share-International.org or email me at considerall9@gmail.com)

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
TRUE HAPPENINGS in the WORLD NEWS REPORTS
The Truth Exposed behind our ruling Governments' policies and actions
(Jan.2006)
Truth's endless struggle against deception gains authority through mankind's recognition and
support.
Fair and decent relations, NOT obsessed with power over others, greed and self-serving
interests, is the only way to PEACE and sustaining the Earth's continued livability for
everything and everyone upon it!
Copy this information and pass it on to others! (The continuing purposes of this FREE
publication)
America's State Governments defy Bush on Climate Change; Americans are taking climate
change into their own hands, legislating to set Kyoto style limits on greenhouse gas emissions
- in direct opposition to President Bush's ignoring the world's overwhelming signing of the
1990's agreement to reduce global warming emissions! Nine northeastern states are curbing
power-station emissions;
California is legislating to cut car emissions by 30% by 2015 (a move which could transform
the automotive industry); the mayors of 187 towns and cities (representing 40 million people)
have pledged themselves to Kyoto.
Agreement targets for emissions reductions; and some leading US firms are seeking
mandatory CO2 cuts to keep them ahead of worldwide moves towards a low-carbon producing
economy. If California's legislation survives legal challenges, other states will follow suit, as will
Japan and possibly China - meaning that car manufacturers worldwide will have to comply with
these lower CO2 emissions. (Source BBC News, UK)
Author's Comment: - This is of great importance to all of us since polluted air is causing the
greatest breakdown in our health, ever recorded in the last century. Asthma and allergies now
affect one of every three children (causing huge medical expenses, mostly paid by taxpayers).
No cures are received, just symptoms slightly relieved, while other organs and general health
are put at risk as the drug treatments impair other systems of the body. Lifetime crippling
autism is NOW possible to appear in some degree in one of every six children born. Our
government and controlled news media do not want to upset the public with such Truth!
Citizen's may vent their dissatisfaction in demonstrations, strikes and disruption of business as

usual, badgering us continually to buy, buy, buy and keep wealthy business interests getting
wealthier, as we Americans recklessly spend ourselves into debts we will never be able to pay
off!
All this is pushing us closer and closer to environmental and economic collapse! Wake-up and
wake-up friends and relatives, NOW!
Former Vice President Al Gore warns of massive increase of pollution in Great Smokey
Mountains, eastern Tennessee. Visibility in this huge air filtering lower Appalachian Mountain
chain area has reduced 80% over the last 10 years from a view of 113 miles to only 25 miles
on a good day! Polluted air has overwhelmed the mighty forests' abilities to absorb this filthy
air:
1. Less oxygen in the air we breathe, chokes away our health, daily!
2. Melting and disappearing polar ice caps and mountain glaciers will cause increasing
devastation with coastal flood ing worldwide!
3. Diseases increase dramatically as insect and rodent populations explode in size
worldwide in warming of climate!
4. Most destruction ever recorded is coming from catastrophic storms, as oceans and
defrosted tundra release higher temperatures!
5. United States Government reports of two years ago, said one half of nation's public
water was not fit to drink. Dare we still drink and bathe in it!
6. Radioactivity and chemicals are in air, water and soil so deadly polluted that nation's
death rate approaches one of two dying of cancer!
7. Public acceptance of all this, not protesting our keep things as usual, greed obsessed
politicians continues this insanity!
These are just seven deadly sins (bad, selfish, stupid, Earth destroying behavior) that
MUST BE STOPPED by public outcry!
Find out more and Join the Virtual March, with Al Gore on internet at
www.StopGlobalWarming.org. Let the politicians hear you!
The World Can't Wait Organization rallies across United States, voicing its dissatisfaction with
BUSH policies!
Thousands of protesters staged rallies in dozens of cities across the United States on
November 2, 2005 calling for the resignation of President Bush. “Drive Out the Bush Regime”
was the main theme in New York, Los Angeles, Seattle, San Francisco, Chicago and at least
60 other cities. The organization used the anniversary of Bush's re-election to stage the rallies.
In New York, students walked out of schools and colleges and joined other supporters as
thousands rallied in Union Square before marching to Times Square. The Bush regime is out
to remake the world with its policies, said organizer Sunsara Taylor.
From the war in Iraq to environmental policies to the remaking of the Supreme Court...we are
staring down the barrel of fascism in this country.(Dictatorial, belligerent nationalism and
militarism overriding all democratic policies for the power of the ruling government is
FASCISM) Students from at least 40 colleges and universities and 90 high schools throughout

the United States skipped school to participate in the rallies.(Source: Reuters News Service,
United Kingdom aka UK).
Dozens of books have been written by former Republican and Democratic administration
officials exposing the massive political corruption, wasting tax money on military spending that
is stolen by continual corrupt practices of the Pentagon (war dept.), the new Homeland
Security Dept. and usual business cronies victimizing Americans! We ignore all this because it
is not directly affecting our satisfactory lifestyle, we think. It will be too late to do anything, by
the time YOU wake up!
TRUTH dispensing sources (and 100's more ‘tell all!’):
www.emagazine.org. www.greenpeace.org
www.democracynow.org www.libertynews.com
www.bushflash.com www.haliburtonwatch.org
www.censurebush.org www.truthout.org

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
Letter to E and M and many other people (7-10-11)
(This is a letter and several pages of information. sent to people that I spoke to randomly over
the past years of spreading Truth):
Hi E. and M., 7-10-11. Here is some material that I promised you. Of the 37 weekly columns
that I wrote for the North Georgia newspaper in 2006 and 2007, they only printed 25 up until
Nov.2006, discontinuing my column, stating that they needed my space to give others a
chance to write their thoughts and opinions, especially since my columns had been stating,
verifiable, facts about the Reappearance of the Christ and His Masters of the Ancient Wisdom
Teaching. With the beginning of the economic collapse coming in 2007, I requested that the
newspaper allow me to continue writing my - free - column in March 2007, which they
reluctantly did. However, they would hold the columns for as much as 3-4 weeks before
printing, outdating some of the information that was warning the public, about what was soon
to happen. Their refusing to print my, submitted, early June column (with numerous warnings)
caused me to give up any further trying to get the Truth out through this newspaper.
Four years later, thousands of people in this surrounding 4-county area have lost their homes,
properties, jobs, invested savings and nearly their sanity from economic collapse, well
predicted to warn them in 2007. Most all of the Banks also collapsed or were given huge
government loans and then were reorganized and forced to merge with others by the United
States Banking system's controllers.
The entire, massively corrupt and over speculating banking system and countries'
governments (and the, gambling casino like stock markets) will soon collapse, as predicted, by
great numbers of sensible world economists, governing officials and Spiritual Masters, both in
flesh and Spirit, working amidst mankind to inspire, guide and assist us in the needed changes
to save mankind and the Earth from becoming a lifeless planet!
All the ancient writings by the highest esteemed philosophers of old, dating back 2,500 to
3,000 years ago (and many ancient hieroglyphics in Egypt and Mexico's, Central and South
America's ancient pyramids' remains, that the Spanish conquerors overlooked in their mass
destruction of everything they found, that predated the Roman Catholic Church's control of
Christianity, all these ancient remains reflect the same higher knowing of the basic laws of
existence for mankind on Earth (as is throughout the Universe) which are as follows:
1. Cause and Effect - Whatever we sow (do), we shall also reap (have to recompense for) if
possible in this life or in future lives on Earth, until we pay the debt, living harmlessly.

2. Karma - Is what recompensing is, receiving the same ‘causes’ upon us, that we had done to
others, as their ‘effects’ are required to be experienced by us.(Law of Cause and Effect)
3. Reincarnation - Rebirth of our souls back into another lifetime on Earth, in order to work out
our Karma (debts), due to be repaid by us.
4. Grace - God's boundless Love may absolve us from some or all of our Karma due us - IFwe live a near perfect life of harmless and selfless service unto others in our present lifetime,
sufficient to erase our due debt.
5. ’Be ye perfect, even as our Heavenly Father (God) is perfect’ - was stated by Jesus’
teaching, filled with The Christ Consciousness, received at His baptism before beginning His
open ministering unto the public).This state of perfection is beyond our understanding and
doing, as Jesus and ONLY His ‘knowing’ disciples were even learning to be capable of
attempting to live a degree of perfection.
6. Removal of vast portions of New Testament scriptures - is well recorded in our early church
archives, Roman Catholicism, as ruled in total power over the church's priests and it’s
appointed Pope. Holy Roman Emperors' Constantine, in the epoch making Council of Nicaea,
325 AD and Justinian in the 2nd Council of Constantine in 553 AD authorized their power to
remove about 35% of the greater explanations of the scriptures because they, like most
unevolved people, without Higher Consciousness, such as was had by Jesus and His
disciples, could NOT understand those scriptures. That is why many portions of scripture,
remaining, are isolated statements that have no further explanations of them, to help make
clearer, their correct meaning.
7. Parables are: A short simple story teaching a moral lesson, because the average person
was not capable of understanding the higher meaning, as Jesus stated repeatedly that ‘they
had no eyes to see or ears to hear’ what He was trying to teach the poor, illiterate street
crowds.
8. Metaphors are: A figure of speech, in which one thing is spoken of, as if it were another. All
holy writings, in every religion, worldwide, are done in metaphors, so that only each religion's
holy teachers, of Higher Knowing could explain the obscured meaning of the writings to people
who had to learn what all the metaphoric (mystical) writings were about.
9. Literal Translation, ‘following the exact words,’ of scripture are incorrect in all religions doing
the same thing! Even though, the ministers, church officials and the congregations
(worshipers) may be living good lives and attempting to live Jesus’ (their holy teachers')
teachings written by the disciples, apostles and others, they all fall way short of understanding
the ‘TRUTH of ALL Things’ that was meant for the peoples of all the world's religions to
understand and live by, as directed by the Christ Consciousness into every religions' holy
teachers, worldwide.
10. ‘ALL are ONE in the ONE GOD of ALL’ is what Jesus was trying to metaphorically state,
when He said: ‘The Father (of ALL people) is not willing that any should perish (be kept from
evolving to Higher Consciousness, enlightenment unto our Awareness that we are all One in
the One God of ALL).
11. Higher Consciousness, gnosis evolved to knowing Truth of your life to a point of being able
to understand what those mystical teachings mean or willing to take the time and listen
intently, question the teacher and pray for spiritual enlightenment to understand the TRUTH.

Those without Higher Consciousness or the will to try to gain it are the ones who, in all times
past and present pay no attention to these mysteries, try to discredit such Truth as foolishness,
wrong, or evil, and many times will attempt to destroy any writings of this ‘higher knowing.’ It is
always those of lower evolvement who are the destructive, harmful ones causing all the
corruption and discord, worldwide!
12. Evolvement is: developing, gradually in steps of learning and understanding what life is all
about! Jacob's Ladder, so briefly mentioned in the Old Testament is the metaphorical
statement of mankind's need to climb that ladder in our continual experi ences in every lifetime,
unto reaching levels of Higher Consciousness in order to eventually reach the top, for us to
become One in the full Knowledge of the ONE GOD of ALL!
13. Separatism of peoples' regions, nations, languages, cultures have all been created by the
lesser evolved/unenlightened ones, who in the name of their group's God: Jews, Christians,
Muslims, Hindus, Buddhist, Shintos, Taoists, Confusionists and others, all have distorted their
Holy Teachings to a sufficient enough degree to believe they knew the only way to reaching a
heavenly existence with God, after death! (The Bible's metaphorical story of The Tower of
Babal, created in the times of the ancient Chaldeans, told of the ancestors of our present
multiple races of mankind. They were the lowly developed forces of the reorganizing regions'
populations who had survived the thousands of years of earthquakes, volcanoes, sinking of
land masses in the Atlantic Ocean (the mighty 4th Race civilization of Atlantis), and flooding of
surrounding coastal areas. Remnants of those sinking land's populations, who were able to
escape the years of destruction, relocated! These stories of such happenings are well
recorded in the Hieroglyphic writings of the ancient, destroyed civilizations of the Egyptians,
Aztecs, Mayans, Incas, Toltecs and Oltecs (Mexican, Central and South American native
people) who all had similar Pyramidal structures and their exact same Hieroglyphic writings, as
was in Egypt's, known, 5,000 year old civilization!
14. Hearing about, then reading the vast writings available, today, verifying the TRUTH of even
just portions of this material that I have supplied you, in these several pages of basic
knowledge is The Way we all discover the TRUTH of Things, as I have been led to for the last
49 years of my life, since I was 22 years old and healed myself of near blindness with a 20second, natural healing, neck exercise, in five and a half weeks.
15. More, verifiable, proof of the ancient civilizations is available in numerous volumes given by
The Masters of the Ancient Wisdom Teaching of all knowledge of Earth's, and its inhabitant's,
existence. This material has been available since the 1870's in many volumes of tens of
thousands of pages. Many are available in some libraries, Amazon.com books, and by
borrowing from people like myself, who can recommend those more introductory for simpler
understanding of their contents, from which we gain the ability to understand more as we learn.
The massive, world changing conditions, that are now taking place will accelerate rapidly in the
near future and must be prepared for -and- learn what part each of us must take, to be a part
of, bringing about Change for the betterment of ALL. Nothing to join, other than working from
where we are among the same family, friends and acquaintances, houses of worship, etc.,
from where we must produce the needed changes, immediately that our soon collapsing
governments will have to be rebuilt, according to those changes required!
16. One of hundreds of stories that I can tell about these verifiable Truths to any individuals or
large groups, is this one about a prediction of a future happening, verifying the past existence

of the LOST Continent and Islands of the greatly advanced Civilization of Atlantis that thrived
for approximately 100,000 years before our current 5th Race of mankind began to develop
tens of thousands of years ago. All of this is totally verifiable in numerous ancient philosophers
writings, all to be listed in more material to be posted:
Edgar Cayce, the Sleeping Prophet (as he was well known) in the early 1900's, gave a Life
Reading to an individual, at his request. In the reading Edgar stated, before 1940, as I recall,
that a portion of a temple from the civilization of ATLANTIS destroyed many tens of thousands
of years ago and sunken 1,500 feet beneath the surface of the Atlantic Ocean, would rise in a
undersea earthquake to within 14 feet under the ocean's surface in the summer of 1988. It
would be directly along the shoreline of the Bahamian Island of Bimini, which is populated. The
waters depths there were 1,500 feet deep on that island's shore.
In August of 1988 an undersea earthquake raised the bottom of the ocean's floor to about 14
feet from the water's surface and caused no destruction on the island of Bimini. It was well
written about in a few newspapers, but I knew some friends who had been in that area -andwent to the sight, and with diving gear, dove down 14 feet to witness the exact marble roadway
leading to the entrance steps to a large marble temple with its large, fallen columns exactly as
predicted and described by Edgar Cayce nearly 50 years previously!
This was just one of about 5,000 readings that Edgar Cayce gave, in a sleep state, about the
‘What, When, How and Where’ of people's lives and the conditions of existence on Earth.
These were all given over a period of 46 years, mixed in between the 10,000 medical readings
for people. These readings were all monitored and recorded in writing by Edgar's wife, church
assistants and local doctors who assisted in also obtaining the numerous natural healing
means for people. Those readings were received from the Astral (spirit plane of existence,
from its 7th, highest, sub-plane of evolved souls) as Edgar was told in a question given him
about their source of relayed assistance to mankind.
If you read on into this informative booklet, you will be sufficiently informed of the needed basic
Truths, and more, that should start moving your feet up the rungs of Jacob's Ladder if you
exercise your Free Will's desire to gain true enlightenment of the TRUTH.
“MORE!” you say? Email me at considerall9@windstream.net
P.S. Save this material for future reference, even if you disagree with it now, because you will
need to refer to it again and inquire about where to learn much more as all these events, and
far more, unfold before us in the near future!

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
FOUR LEVELS OF VERY DANGEROUS NUCLEAR RADIATION . . .
. . . are being emitted by Nuclear Power Plants, Plutonium Reprocessing Plants (also in
its use in ammunition manufacturing) and wherever nuclear waste materials are stored
or dumped (both openly and secretly) all over this country and in the oceans!
Scientists have already discovered something they call ‘dark matter’ that they know is present
but cannot, yet, prove that it exists! This unseen, non-physical, substance is ethereal (very
light, airy, delicate, invisible, not considered earthly but heavenly). It is: the 4 levels of, yet
unidentified, finer physical matter that exist beyond most human's current abilities to see above
the, known, physical matter (solid, liquid and gas consistencies).
One hundred and thirty five years ago this finer matter was explained in detail by HP Blavatsky
in the book The Secret Doctrine and also repeatedly in vast written material called Esoteric
(meant for or understood by only a chosen few, those people of Higher mental and spiritual
development, Consciousness). Possibly, a few million people around the world have this
Higher Consciousness and most of them keep it secret to avoid criticism and even persecution
unto death (as suffered by America's and Europe's, so called ‘witches’ in past times). In far
eastern countries like India, Pakistan, China and others there are those types of people who
do practice their alchemy (ancient chemistry or mystically performed feats beyond most all
human abilities). These abilities were and are practiced, even today, by those adept, highly
gifted, skilled individuals, not only in our middle ages history but throughout All of our, known,
recorded history. They are aware of their Higher Consciousness.
Organized religions in dominate power of those times, unto today, ridicule, discredit and even
Ban such writings about, discussions of such reality and examinations of most anything that is
beyond their literally interpreted scriptures or doctrinally created belief systems, that
concentrate on their authoritarian dominance of their followers, unfortunately for them. This is
why scientists under such influences and those that refuse to investigate the Ancient's Wisdom
of Esoteric Teaching have spent the public's hard earned tax money on much unnecessary
research, at huge expenses like the more than 10 billion dollar cyclotron, spending decades
experimenting, sending electrical currents through it, increasingly speeding up the process to
find out what this (etheric) matter is. It is clearly explained by highly evolved consciousnesses
of the last 135 years, written in details and with illustrations explaining what is seen,
understood and used to benefit man kind, when one's Higher Awareness is developed!

ALSO, a few quiet, common people that I have met over the past several decades of my life
had the abilities to see these ultra-fine fields of etheric energy surrounding the denser physical
matter, only seen by most of the rest of us. Some of them investigated this strange
phenomenon explained in The Ageless Wisdom Teaching of valid esoteric writings. There they
found the Truth! They avoided the huge amount of much lower developed distorted and
mostly, false, writings of many psychics! When individuals with this higher developed seeing,
even some known psychics, strive to learn more about these gifts, living a selfless lifestyle,
assisting people who may seek them out, at no cost for their fellow man, the seer is then led by
God and His highly developed souls in flesh on Earth to the exact truthful writings and
available teachers, whom they are enabled to make contact with.
The undeveloped people with psychic abilities that I have known could see the finer, etheric
fields of energy, surrounding an individual or thing, in multi colored lights of numerous color
variations. They did not know what these colors enveloping part, or all of a human being or
other objects in nature (animals, plants, etc.) meant.
The highly developed person, that I knew, with etheric vision, called psychic abilities, had
developed this Higher Consciousness in an instantaneous manner after becoming ill with a
severe bout of Encephalitis that landed him in a hospital, in his early forties, in a coma for
about two weeks. The gentleman was a person of good intelligence but was born as an
illegitimate child of a very wealthy and influential white family’s black maid. The maid was sent
back down south to her family that helped her bare the child and raise it to adulthood. This
man returned to the nearby northern city of his blood father, with full knowledge of his birthright
and history. After years of being married and raising several children he got the illness that put
him in a coma, near death.
After two weeks in a coma, he awoke in the hospital bed as a nurse entered his room to check
on him. He felt okay but appeared to have vision problems because the nurse had a glow of
colors enveloping her entire clothed body! Then as a doctor and other nurses came into the
room to see him awake, he saw that every person that he looked at had various transparent
sheens of multiple colors, about an inch or more thick, covering their entire bodies. He could
still plainly see the entire person clearly within these transparent colors, so he could identify
each one separately in their physical bodies. In a short while he was fully recovered from the
Encephalitis that put him in the coma and was released to go home and resume his life. He
continued to have this new etheric vision of people's etheric bodies of energy that surround the
physical in very minimal amounts of color and thickness around those people of mostly, only, a
physical Awareness of their existence. Those people that he observed, as time passed, who
had thicker and brighter color combinations from slight to very robust he soon realized were
people of a higher Awareness of accomplished abilities. Still, none of them had any ability to
see their own or other people's color energy fields and knew nothing about these energies of
varying degrees.
He finally made contact with a group of people who had many members of the group gifted
(developed to degrees of Higher Consciousness) in abilities to read palms; assist people to be
healed through their touch (laying on of hands); answer questions of yes or no by the altered
movement of a swinging pendulum; use a divining rod (tree branch) to locate underground
water sources; see fields of colored energy around people called etheric vision; hypnotists and
their abilities to communicate with the inner being of people -and- far more unusual abilities of
people! This group was called The Para-psychological Society(defined as dealing with specific

phenomena, such as mental telepathy, etc.) and was only a few miles from his wealthy
businessman, real father's residence! Attending these group meetings and reading from their
vast library of writers of the Ancient Wisdom Teaching about the Higher Levels of
Consciousness that mankind develops in repeated lives on Earth, this man came to
understand his gift of etheric vision (known as seeing auras around people) that he developed
with brain fever that opened up a part of his brain to higher consciousness so he could be a
helpful benefit to his fellow man.
In the brief time that I got to spend with this man, while attending a meditation group and
discussing the Free healing instructions given to over 10,000 people, worldwide, by Edgar
Cayce, known as the Sleeping Prophet, I witnessed this man diagnose a medical condition that
was developing within me, that I had no symptoms to warn me about it. He said that he saw a
specific green color enveloping my chest in my heart area. He said that it denoted that my
heart was becoming ill and would become a problem for me at a future time, if it did not clearup. At 37 years of age I was a powerhouse of caffeine driven energy drinking 5-6 cups of
coffee a day, unknowing that I was super sensitive to caffeine and had been driving myself to
work at two self-employed jobs and remodeling my home, business properties, and more,
while managing every aspect of everything, single handedly. A year later, my heart was so
exhausted that I could not walk up 3 stair steps without turning fire red and becoming short of
breath. In addition, I awoke every morning with severe pain rising up my left arm and shoulder,
into my heart at the left side of my chest.
Having spent several years reading about natural healing effects from Reflexology, correct
diet, proper exercise and rest, I realized after reading the symptoms of Angina Pectoris
(clogged arteries into the heart, condition), in my medical encyclopedia that I had overdone
things for years and my natural genetic condition of good health had been worn down to my
impending death from a heart attack from this condition!
SO, remembering what my psychic friend, Cheney, had warned me about, a year earlier, I
immediately changed my ways, the next day - that I was fortunate enough to have awakened
to:
1. After awakening I drank a 12 oz. glass of water.
2. I STOPPED drinking coffee, tea, soda and alcohol; I gave up eating sugar, salt, sweets,
greasy foods, fried foods, and prepared junk foods of any types.
3. Breakfast was plain shredded wheat with a tablespoon of raw, unprocessed bran, a sliced
banana, skim milk and whole grain bread, plain toast and apple juice.
4. Lunch was a salad with vinegar and olive oil if possible and canned tomato soup or a wheat
bread sandwich with tomato, lettuce, onion and cheese with mayo.
5. Dinner was boiled or baked chicken or beef, boiled or mashed potatoes, leafy green
veggies, including raw salads, whole grain bread and apple juice.
6. I drank glasses of water between meals and ate nothing else for a month, except maybe a,
well peeled, apple or peach between meals.
7. I slowed the pace of my responsibilities of construction work.
8. I walked at a modest pace every day, did mild stretching and callisthenic exercises daily,
increasing as I felt able.

9. I got 8-10 hours of sleep a night as possible. I prayed daily for guidance and direction for a
better life for me and my family.
10. I sat down more to rest and read about natural healing techniques, like reflexology
(pressure points pressed upon the hands) that regulated the blocked energy areas throughout
the entire body and healed damaged areas like my veins and arteries and heart.
Within a month of following this new, sensible, routine, ALL my damaged heart symptoms were
gone and I was feeling great and healthier than I had felt in many years! I continued my quality
diet and good exercise routines -and- was able to resume my busy schedule, feeling just fine.
Unfortunately, in that next year of my restored good health, five of my male friends and
associates around age 35-40 years of age, died of heart failures from living the same lifestyle
of go, go, go without concern for their health. Two more died in the next few years, ages 45 or
younger.(Seven of them dead of similar conditions.)
My widowed mother-in-law, age 68, was on about 15 medications for every symptom of failing
health from diabetes, arthritis, indigestion, constipation, heart trouble and more. She tried to
live a clean sensible life but the medical profession’s recommendations were take these drugs
and call me if any problems arise and keep your monthly appointment. So, after I had changed
my life, became healthy again and avoided dying of a heart attack, I suggested that my
mother-in-law should try my diet and health routine, as much as possible. She had just seen
her doctor and had a month to work at improving her health before her next Dr.'s visit. She
immediately began doing almost everything that I did (exact diet) and stopped taking all her
drug medications that I did not know about. She felt better and better throughout the month. At
her next month's doctor visit, he checked her out completely and said: “Mary, you must have
taken all your drugs right on time because you have one of the best check-ups that you have
ever had, showing that most of your problem's symptoms are gone!” Mary responded, “I feel
great, Doctor, as a result of a proper diet; walking exercise daily and I stopped taking all those
drugs the day after my last monthly visit!”
In returning to the four Etheric Planes, that science is on the edge of identifying the above
stories, show that our everyday existence is in our hands to examine the TRUTH of all things!
Religions are wonderful means of accelerating our progress to higher consciousness unto our
Awareness that we are ALL One in One GOD of ALL IF we live ‘kind, caring, just and
harmless’ lives as Jesus and the Christ presence in all other major religions' spiritual leaders
directed us to do.
Wilhelm Reich discovered what he called orgone (which was the 4 levels of finer and finer
etheric physical matter) in 1939, which he thought was all one field of matter, and scientists
have been aware of this matter but have not yet clarified its full identity. I attended a natural
healing seminar held by a very wise Seventh Day Adventist former Army Chaplin, who had a
Bahamian doctor demonstrate an orgone generating box exactly like Dr. Reich's. The Island
Dr. was using an orgone generator to produce the 4 etheric energies to treat terminally ill
cancer patients from the United States, successfully for many patients. The doctor had been
banned from the United States because our government had banned the use of the orgone
machine because it could not be established how and what this machine was doing to heal
people, even though Dr. Reich had used it for many years, helping heal his patients, not
knowing exactly what was producing the cures 70-80 years ago. Only 90% of people can be
healed of their illnesses by any perfected means because it is their destiny to die eventually of

some ailment. This has been told by Spiritual Masters working with mankind, extensively, for
the last three decades!
However, the United States Government announced recently, as they predicted a few years
ago, that 50% of our country's populace have or will get Cancer and will die of it!
The deadly nuclear radiation and chemical pollution everywhere are responsible for the world's
increasing ill health, while people continue to approve using numerous deadly chemicals at
home and in business and government, military, etc.
We, the general public MUST wake-up, speak-out, and demand ‘change for the betterment of
mankind and our common environment!’
If we think It doesn't matter none because ‘we're gonna be raptured away’ is a totally
misunderstood scriptural interpretation and misinformed belief. Earth is the physical plane of
existence upon which every human being born into flesh has to progress, evolve, rise unto
higher states of consciousness as the Ancient Wisdom Teaching, found in all of the ancient
archives of every major religion, tells. The meek, harmless souls will inherit the Earth, states
Christian scriptures. The meek cannot inherit a dead planet to live on!
The Christ Consciousness, the Highest on our planet, is returned NOW, ready to make His
Day of Declaration for ALL of mankind! (‘The Father is not willing that any should perish’ as
scripture, in its metaphorical and remnants condition from the original, states.) Fuller
explanations of all this are available in explicit detail, given by these Masters to inspire, guide
and assist mankind in their necessity to make all the needed changes for the betterment of
everything on Earth!
After 30 years of being aware of The Christ's Return in an indestructible body of flesh, ‘All
Knowing, All Seeing and All Present’ among us and researching all His directed writings and
those 100’s of volumes about others, HE and His Assisting Masters have inspired and directed
me to make all my last decades of accumulated knowledge available in a website, and as
always the information is always FREE!

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
Agreeable Philosophers from before and after the time of Jesus the Christ
And most all of them of very High Conscious Awareness of the Truth of Ancient Teachings,
back to the time of The Ur of the Chaldees at which period this latest dispensation of time
manifested this present world civilization and development of mankind.(Written February
1,2010)
These men of very high mental Awareness of the Truth of Mankind's Existence became
available to them, as it has always been available, throughout mankind's time of existence on
Earth, through those higher developed souls that lived lives of high integrity and virtue, rising
above obsessions with the physical life.
The basic laws of life were always passed from generation to generation by the Enlightened
Ones who, as usual, had to keep them secreted from the masses of lesser evolvement who
would use the knowledge, if available to them, for the lower or physically engulfed pleasures,
also identified as evil or the chaos of base existence.
Only the men of wisdom and integrity the priests, the holy men of this higher calling had full
knowledge of this Ancient Wisdom's detailed specifics. Only their students who attained their
highest devoted levels of knowledge, as initiates became worthy of receiving the unwritten,
only spoken, Secret Wisdom of the Ages!
Recorded historical writings that are still available identify, many times in detail, the lives and
written works of these dedicated wise men who gave their all to learn, preserve and pass on
this Greater Knowing to the most advanced men within each of their area's cultural or religious
populations, worldwide.
H.P. Blavatsky's writings provide mankind with the TRUTH of ‘all knowing’ in her numerous
volumes of tens of thousands of pages of detailed explanations of mankind's development and
recorded philosophies exposed in their absolute Truths and also in man's misconceptions and
falsehoods. As we read, learn and live the laws of moral conduct given to direct us toward lives
of selfless service to our fellow men and the perfecting of our being we climb the metaphorical
Jacob's Ladder for our development unto higher states of Consciousness. These levels of

attained Higher Consciousness are also described in numerous writings by Alice Bailey in 29
volumes of her detailed explanations of ALL KNOWING. Spiritual Masters directed these
members of The Theosophical Society in their writings from around 1870-1949, available
worldwide.
THEOSOPHY (Greek: theo, God and sophos, wise) is a religious system proposing to develop
direct mystical contact with the divine spirit. As described in Webster's dictionary, this
explanation is NOT a religious system, in similarity to any others. It is the Ancient Wisdom of
Total Truth, clearly directing those who have evolved to a level of greater understanding, to
now learn, live and continue ascending to higher and higher levels unto All Knowing!
These devout preservers of the ancient Truths of All of Creation, Earth, Our Solar System and
the Endless surrounding Universe are described in detail of how it all began, the Laws of the
Universe and every level of the existence of everything. H.P.Blavatsky, Annie Besant, Alice
Bailey and C.W. Leadbeater have written a, consistent, in depth explanation of this Ancient
Wisdom Teaching. The latest, up to date, material available on exactly what has happened in
Man's Relationship to GOD is available through the writings of Bejamin Creme. They are
available through a worldwide non-profit organization of volunteers that assist in continual
updates and availability on all information on the Reappearance of the Christ and the Masters
of Wisdom, freely available through (www.Share-International.org)
Throughout all of mankind's existence on Earth, we have had an ability which makes us equal
to the Infinite One who created everything. That equal power practiced in our flesh and spirit
combined bodies is FREE WILL to think, speak, and act as we may desire! ‘Cause and Effect’
is exerted on everything that exists in the endless universe. Karma is whatever man sows
(thinks, speaks and does) he shall reap; meaning receive unto himself in his present life, or
through the Reincarnation (being born again on Earth in additional lifetimes), to experience
wrongful ways from his former life or lives and his need to respond harmlessly to those
experiences. These are Universal Laws of creation's existence in all the endless cosmos.
Every detail of mankind's and nature's existence is explained in the TRUTH of exactly how
things are. Earth is three and a half billion years old, mankind, in his present form of his
highest state of evolvement has been on Earth more than 18 million years.
The entire Universe lives and reacts to these same basic laws of existence! Our physical state
of development has four higher ethereal levels which are beyond the majority of the Earth's
human beings' abilities to see and understand:
A. LIGHT RAYS (energy are also magnetic, positively and negatively charged) which have a
cause and effect or push and pull ability upon every planet, sun, star and movement of matter
in the universe. The entire endless universe is interacting with everything within it, providing a
mutual effective balance for the cause of its mutual EXISTENCE.
B. Earth is a non-sacred planet in our solar system who's human evolvement has not yet
developed the states of Higher Consciousness to be able to see understand or experience the
four, yet unseen, ethereal levels of air and light rays that comprise the atmosphere of the
universe.
C. All the planets in our solar system are filled with life! A few at the furthest distance from the
sun have a lesser developed populace below that of our human beings which are beyond our
space exploration reach at present. The several sacred planets, all more closely around us,

have much higher evolved human beings who exist in the four higher ethereal planes of
extremely higher levels of physical/spiritual state, that we are not able to see them or their
existence in a much higher rate of vibration beyond ours.
1. All these other planets of higher evolved beings are in a closer higher physical/spiritual
evolvement to the Infinite One, GOD. The numerous volumes of writings mentioned above
tell details of our Space Brethren who inhabit these planets and have been assisting
mankind's progress on Earth for many hundreds of millions of years.
(a) Abiding by the law of non-infringement of FREE WILL of us Earthlings, they have been
lessening the horrific polluting effects that we have created by polluting our environment
for the last century, behind the scenes of our abilities to see them, in their higher
vibrational existence in the four ethereal planes, above our lowly developed yet
unattained spiritual abilities. They must intervene to lessen our pollution's effects that are
NOW so severe that there would be NO life on Earth in about 12 years from now if they
did not lessen our damage
(b) It is clearly evident to any higher evolved thinking of us humans that these space
brethren were very active in assisting in the Mayans, Incas, Toltecs , Aztecs and Egyptian
civilizations with their exact astrological alignments of their cities, buildings, pyramids,
etc.(and in the construction of them) and much more that we have yet to discover.
(c) Their spaceships are made by their process of advanced thought processes, move at
the speed of light (186,000 miles per second), can lower their vibrational rate to make
themselves visible to us as they wish to do and have been impressing energy signs in the
form of Crop Circles, worldwide on Earth for decades to introduce the Earth to the new
energies of the AGE of AQUARIUS now entering since 1998.
(d) Also they have been in constant contact with the Christ, aka Messiah, Krishna,
Buddha, Imam Mahdi (who are all the same Highest Evolved Human Being from Earth),
who is the Head of the Hierarchy of Masters of the Earth, who have been working with
these space brethren, to help keep the Earth in proper balance and lessen our massively
destructive, polluting ways until the expected returning deity of all religions on Earth
returns, as He is doing right now, in preparation for His Day of Declaration before all of
mankind, to inspire, guide and assist mankind away from our imminent destruction and
lead us into the Age of Enlightenment when the meek (only harmless souls) will inherit
(be reincarnated) on Earth!
D. The End of the Age of Pisces has arrived and the Age of Aquarius has begun! All ancient
beliefs (including Judaism and Early Christianity) were aware of the change of the Astrological
Ages approximately every 2,150 years. It was clearly written about in all the ancient holy men's
writings in all religious beliefs. It is well known that vast portions of the fuller explanations of the
Christian Church's Bible were removed by Emperor Constantine in 330AD and Emperor
Justinian in 550AD. Both did it because they could not understand the Gnostic or higher
knowing that was only intended to be understood by the readers of much Higher
Consciousness as was the abilities of devout priests and their well evolved initiates. Jesus had
to teach the far lesser evolved in parables.
1. The alignment of the planets and various other stars and planetary systems at the end of
each AGE has profound effects of changing energies upon Earth and its inhabitants. The

ancient holy men, throughout all of mankind's existence on Earth were aware of these
changes and the significance of each of the 12 AGES that repeated their newly advanced
effects, in their continuing cycles lasting approximately every 25,000 years.
2. Aquarius is the Age of Enlightenment when the sign of the Water Bearer is shown
pouring out great knowledge upon Earth. We are at the most advancing period in the
history of mankind's existence on Earth. The Highest Advanced Sons of God, the Christ,
Jesus, His Disciples and a total of 46 Masters over the power of the fleshly existence that
entraps the rest of mankind -are- now about to work openly in Their indestructible, selfcreated bodies of Spirit in flesh.
3. All the, previously hidden, mysteries of human existence are now available for the many
well evolving, unselfish, loving and kind souls now reincarnating again into the flesh since
1998 and for those of us now here and evolved sufficiently to be open to the Reappearing
Christ, Avatar, Expected One of all the world's religions. His Day of Declaration is near
when He will overshadow the world's populace for about 25 minutes with His pure Love and
Understanding of our reason for life on Earth and our need to work in Harmony with all
people, sharing fairly and justly, to stop all wrongfulness on Earth and bring about The Age
of Light and the highest advancement for mankind in our known history. His
Overshadowing will be a Great White Light that will be a RAPTUROUS EXPERIENCE!
(a) The results of His Overshadowing are already known and foretold by the CHRIST.
They will be as follows:
1/3 of the world populace will accept Him and begin to immediately make change for the
betterment of everyone and everything.
1/3 will be hesitant in questioning their experience, but eventually will join the accepting
1/3.
1/3 will protest that He is not the expected Messiah, Saviour, and World Teacher and
fight against His presence and His Loving, Sharing Changes.
(b) These dark sided, mostly religious, fanatically acting souls on Earth will eventually
die and not be able to reincarnate for the approximate 2,350 years that this Aquarian
Age will last. Only the meek will inherit the Earth for about 2,350 years and help
mankind to the greatest advancement toward higher states of consciousness of their
Awareness that they will also eventually become Masters over their need to ever be
born into flesh again and become One with the Infinite ONE, GOD!
(c) All details are freely available from the one who provided this information to you and
at (www.Share-International.org), worldwide.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
What are the END OF DAYS . . .
. . . that many Christian churches are obsessed about with their totally FALSE literal
interpretation of Bible scriptures?
(Written Feb.1, 2011)
Unending, verifiable volumes of information have been available for millenniums to prove the
Truth of mankind's existence. All that information states emphatically that IT is only
understandable by those who have developed a Higher Consciousness or are taught by those
of Higher Consciousness, to enable the lesser developed person's mind to understand the
material available! One's will to learn is all that is needed.
Fundamentalism in all religions is the illiterate literal interpretation of all religions' Holy writings.
For Christianity it became popular as a belief in the late 1800's by mostly over emotional
preachers who, while thinking they were doing the right thing to reach the masses,
evangelistically, were actually never exposed to, or purposely ignored, or never had the time,
opportunity or inspiration to read, learn and understand the huge number of volumes of
writings by the ancient philosophers and the detailed written reviews of much of those writings,
made available to the public in the 1600 - 1800’s. Analyses of massive archeological
discoveries and detailed examinations of thousands of years old civilizations' preserved
antiquities, have made clear that the Ancient Wisdom Teaching of the TRUTH of existence on
Earth was well known and preserved, by the more perfected Beings, for periods of time,
throughout our known world history.
A. These philosophers and their highly evolved students (of the perfected knowledge of
TRUTH) were:
Pythagoras 582-507 BC;
Anaxagoras of Clazomenas 500-428 BC;
Protagoras 480-410 BC;
Socrates 469-399BC;

Plato 427-347 BC;
Plutarch 46?-120 C;
Clement the Alexandrian C215;
Plotinus 205-270 C; and
Porphyry 233-304 C, to name only a few up to the time of Jesus and two centuries beyond,
with those known as the early Christian Church Fathers.
I could have listed a 100 of them, through to present day, but only a few of the masses have
any idea of what they taught. If people had the opportunity and made the effort to investigate
this TRUTH of All Things, there would not be such a massive FALSEHOOD, in which most of
mankind exists because of their unevolved state of being! This exemplifies the story of
evolvement of the soul, entrapped in its fleshly journey on Earth, unto its destined
EVOLVEMENT experiences unto gaining self-awareness, that it is and will become One with
the Creator of ALL, who is called GOD!
Of course, this above stated factor is understood as TRUTH by only a small group of people,
worldwide, because the average person is mostly concerned with trying to work and complete
their daily routines to take care of the needs of their families. Those who have the time, ability,
desire and opportunity to look beyond the everyday falsehood of our Earthly existence, will be
led to the correct Ancient Wisdom Teaching of the TRUTH of all existence on Earth!
People who are striving to live the Christ Principles that were lived and taught by Old
Testament Hebrew Prophets and Jesus, Gautama Buddha, Krishna for the Hindus,
Mohammed for the Muslims, Confucius for the Asians and numerous others throughout the
Ages, those people, were and are today progressing (evolving) to levels of Higher
Consciousness. The writer of this material has spent a lifetime, himself now at age 70, gaining
this Awareness to some degree of Higher Consciousness enabling him to think, speak and act
accordingly in this higher evolved state of being to spread the word about this TRUTH. That is
what is required of us who learn about the TRUTH of Judaism, Christianity, Buddhism,
Hinduism, Taoism, Islamism and Confucianism. All these religions, as well as others, have
been distorted by doctrines, deleted of passages expressing clearer understanding and/or
misinterpreted by literal teachings of their metaphorical intended content!
These religions' most basic Teachings were the Golden Rule and to ‘take our brothers' (others)
needs as our own and to live harmlessly.’ Jesus was the Hebrews' Messiah who came to live
and teach the example of being a harmless, helping humanitarian, suffering all persecution by
the unevolved, harmful humans even unto death! He was filled with the Christ Consciousness,
empowering Him to do all the good that He did. That same Christ Consciousness was lived
and taught by all these other religion’s Holy Teachers because the peoples' individual
languages and separate regions of existence required a Teacher who looked like them, spoke
their language, and was of their culture in order to be accepted by the people of these varied
regional populaces. All of mankind are in the process of evolving into the complex 'higher'
three-way Trinity from their lowly (physical; emotional; spiritual state) into the perfected state of
our Self (or Godliness) through our total control of the physical body; detachment from
emotions with mind control; in a constant spiritual alignment with GOD. Thus, we will
eventually become perfected in Christ Consciousness being ‘God within us’ as Father-SonHoly Ghost, exactly what Jesus - with that Higher Being of CHRIST within Him - was

attempting to teach in the most simplistic first step of understanding through Parables to the
common people. They had no wealth or power and being less materialistic, were more open to
becoming Christ Conscious, the required status, allowing us to more easily OVERCOME the
pull of the flesh (materialism) that entraps humanity!
It is necessary to understand all this before you can even begin to comprehend ‘WHAT’ is to
come and the ‘WHEN, WHY and HOW’ of it ALL.
So, then, what does the statement “THE END TIMES” mean? The fundamentalists are
completely WRONG! They have no basis for their teachings, except their INCORRECT literal
interpretations of the New Testament writings of the Disciples and Apostles. It is well
documented that 35% of the New Testament writings were removed by the Holy Roman
Emperors Constantine 330 AD and Justinian 553 AD, leaving even more unexplained
metaphorical passages, shorted of their meaning. The early Roman Catholic Church has
records showing that their leaders directed such removals, including many more detailed
writings by devout early church fathers like Clement of Alexandria, Origen and others who
explained the Ancient Wisdom Teaching handed down by the highest evolved Holy Men of the
ancients.
A. It is well recorded in many of the ancient philosophers' teachings the Earth (and its
inhabitants) are affected by the energies of the Cosmos (the planets and other
constellations of the Universe surrounding us).This is called Astrological Effects which have
been know by the ancient civilizations, that present day, unlearned religious leaders
dismiss as myth or mystical falsehood because of their refusal to learn the Truth of all
existence on Earth! I was among these misinformed ones, when I was a teenager involved
in well intentioned devotion to fundamentalist Christianity which was very inviting to my
gross illiteracy of historically available, greatly enlightening studies which explained the
TRUTH. In my early 20's, I began discovering such Truths about natural healing, psychic
and spirit abilities, the ancient philosophers, and much more.
B. All of the above philosophers (Greek.: Loving and Wise) taught that all previously
developed civilizations of Higher Consciousnesses knew and kept advanced calendars
Astronomically, accurately calculated with 365 and1/4 day years. They also were
knowledgeable that there were astrological AGES that each lasted about 2,150 years
between their specific constellational alignments in the heavens.
Aquarius was first of the 12 AGES. The complete 12 Ages, combined cycle of
approximately 26,000 years, ends with Pisces because the correct order of the Ages is
Aquarius 1st, to Pisces last.
C. The Mayan calendar that was calculated accurately almost 500 years in advance to the
year 2012 was merely ended there because their Spanish conquerors interfered with their
civilization's advanced activities as the conquest spread disease and finally slew many of
the elders who finally realized that these Spaniards were not beneficent Gods sent to them.
D. Our 12 astrological AGES, used today, known and calculated about their energy’s
influence upon every individual born on a specific date and their minute of birth are identical
in recorded information from the Mayan peoples' hieroglyphics used several hundred years
ago. The Egyptian calendar of thousands of years ago is also identical! Both these
civilizations did delicate brain and other surgeries with sophisticated instruments, proving

just some of their beneficial advancements. Their higher evolved leaders, over their time of
reign ruled with beneficial concern for every living thing. These were the same Christ
attributes known, taught and lived then, from the Ancient Wisdom Teaching as the
Returning Christ and His Masters teach that mankind must make changes with today!
E. All the civilizations that had pyramids, built perfectly level and the sides aligned to N, S,
E, and W, had these calendars and measured the Summer and Winter Solstices at 12
noon, every 6 months, aligned through a 12 noon opening. Their perfectly preserving burial
chambers were 1/3 up from the pyramid's base and had Hieroglyphic symbolic writings
preserving the Ancient Truths, like Egypt had.
F. The Hebrew’s, Hindu’s, Buddhist’s, Mayan’s, Aztec’s, Toltec’s, Inca’s and Chaldean's
5000 yr. old records and many others were of this same highly developed knowledge
(before lesser evolved, evil ones gained power) and lowered their civilizations' progress.
This higher state of development was the KEY to their learning and living the mystical
knowledge of rightful existence on Earth.
1. The earliest writings of all these ancient people stated also that they gained their
great perfected knowledge from the ancient perfect civilization of the abode of the Gods
on Earth which existed in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, known as ATLANTIS, from
about 100,000BC to 10,000 BC. Perfected Beings were called Gods in ancient times
because they led the people in righteous ruling perfection in peaceful harmony with man
and nature.
2. The well known Kabalistic writings of the Zohar of the Hebrews (to tell of just one of
the ancients' writings) stated that the perfected Masters who had evolved above their
fleshly Karma, becoming Gods (like God, compared to all the lesser evolved people)
chose to create more Perfected Beings into flesh by laying with the daughters of men.
This was done in the huge landmass area of Atlantis, enabling mankind to advance
(evolve) more easily, propagating the race to Higher Consciousness with Their
offspring. Genesis Ch 6, vs.1-4 mentions this briefly.
3. Various books of the ancients' writings tell of the slow destruction of the great
civilization of Atlantis over a period of tens of thousands of years. Undersea movement
of the tectonic plates (called pressure relief cracks in the Earth's surface) released
volcanic pressures that caused much of the lands to crumble and sink beneath the
ocean's surface over time. The floods eventually came to the Mediterranean areas as
described briefly of Noah's time, destroying many of the evil progeny of lesser evolved
men in what was called the 4th Root-Race of Man. From Noah's time through today,
mankind has been designated as the 5th Root-Race (the highest developed) in Earth's
history. Still, the higher (peaceable ones) coexist with lower undeveloped ones and
those of evil intent, as it is in all times. These .historical records tell of the evolving state
of our planet and every living thing on Earth. ALL must learn this TRUTH!
G. In 1988 the United States Government and astronomers around the world observed the
perfect alignment of the planets of our solar system, toward the Constellation of Aquarius
signifying the end of the Age Of Pisces and the beginning of the Age of Aquarius (the Age
of Enlightenment) when only MEEK, harmless souls will be reincarnated on Earth for the
next 2,350 years. This 1st Age is the longest of the 12 that begins the next 26,000 year
cycle of energies. No more evil souls were permitted to reincarnate after 1997.From here

on, as the evil ones lose power and good souls get to rule, mankind will greatly accelerate
to the highest advancement toward self-awareness ever known on Earth!
H. THE ANSWER: The “END TIMES” are the End of One Age and the beginning of
another! The reason the understanding of all this and so much more of mankind's past,
present and future are so important to learn about and grow in the knowledge there of is
that evolvement of our souls' required experiences on Earth are: to allow us to progress
from the place attained in our last incarnation on Earth, through our next lifetime, enabling
us by the exercise of our free will to live harmlessly, overcoming our negative Causes and
Effects done in our former lives. These are the basics of our existence (stated here, clearly,
as the required course of our experiences). We are privileged to learn about it now, so we
can begin living the right way.
I. The reasons for why things are so BAD at the change of the Age is: that as the higher
evolved souls in that Age become MASTERS over their need to ever reincarnate again on
Earth, the lesser evolved souls of evil ways gain power over the meeker, less harmful souls
on this Earth plane of materialistic experience and become very destructive to everyone
and everything with their selfish obsessions. Pisces was the Age of Individuality's
expression for Good or Evil. As in every Age and evolving regions of civilization, as the
higher evolved souls depart and power eventually passes unto, the lesser, usually more
evil ones, overcoming the dark-sided powers with the Light of Goodness becomes the
sacrificial challenge for all.
1. The Prince of the power of the Air (the lower astral, spirit, plane) on Earth is satan, or
better known by the ancient philosophers' writings as the Lord of Materialism. Mankind's
materialistic obsessions are governed by the physical body's five senses: sight, hearing,
taste, touch and smell. Volumes of the Ancient Wisdom Teaching explain all the above
in detail.
J. The highest evolved Master of the Hierarchy of Masters of Earth, filled with what is
known as the Christ Consciousness becomes the Messiah, Avatar, World Teacher,
Expected One as spoken of in all religions. He is due at the ending of the old Age and the
beginning of the New Age to inspire, guide and assist mankind in their experiencing the
destructive ending Old Age and the new opportunities for evolvement with the incoming
energies of the New Age. JESUS was the Expected One, Messiah, for the Change of the
Age from Aries to Pisces 2,000 years ago! He was not yet a MASTER but was the highest
evolved being born into flesh and filled with The Christ Consciousness enabling Him to live
and teach the way to becoming a Master, whose life was an example for all of mankind, to
follow in His steps! Jesus, after His resurrection from the physical death, became the
Expected One, filled with the ALL Empowering Christ Consciousness as He appeared
before regions of civilizations all over the world, with the same purpose! Many societies
have accounts of this Happening, telling of a Holy Man appearing and teaching their
ancestors great things.
K. Our attaining the Christ Consciousness is the most important aspect of Evolvement
toward mankind's ability to become Masters of WHAT? Here the explanation will be brief
and in no detail because one's ability to understand such Higher Knowing can only be
perceived through an Awakening desire within the individual to will him/her self to learn,
upon The Path of Truth, which is narrow, self-disciplining and enfolds great volumes of

knowledge, FREELY, awaiting the desirous initiate. The writer of this information is, also,
simply an initiate striving upon This Path of Inner Knowing throughout my lifetime, as are
10's of millions from every walk of life. Many are unknowing of their good evolvement
(progress), as they live exemplary lives of selfless service to the needs of their fellowmen.
L. A Master is only a Master over him or her Self who has overcome the need to ever
reincarnate into a fleshly experience on Earth. A Master's soul becomes One with the God
of Earth, which makes him or her ‘all knowing, all seeing and all present’ over the physical,
astral (emotional, lower spiritual) and mental planes influence on Earth. His or her self/soul
is in oneness among all Masters and generally works with other Masters, both in perfected
Oneness in spirit or as are some, choosing to assist their fellow beings in perfected bodies
of flesh, helping mankind in anonymity of their BEING, so as not to infringe mankind's free
will abilities of each individual, to evolve in their required experiences, called Karma.
1. KARMA is:(reaping) recompensing for one's actions(sowed) .in this life or usually from
a former life. Living harmlessly through our required longsuffering penalties; overcomes
karma, advancing us to a higher level of consciousness.
2. We must learn the proper means of prayer, meditation, and selfless service to all and
much more required upon the path to salvation. Salvation from what? From the need to
ever reincarnate into the sufferings of the flesh on Earth which is what has been removed
from the New Testament (330 and 553 AD) and is available in numerous volumes of
enlightening information, as released to mankind, by the Masters' direction when the
Seals of Knowledge were unlocked for mankind in the 1870's through to today.
M. The Head of the Hierarchy of MASTERS for this Age of Aquarius is the highest
attainment of the Christ Consciousness, known as MAITREYA with the Master JESUS at
His side. Twelve additional Masters, well known as Jesus' Disciples and Apostles are also,
NOW, working in spirit and in bodies of perfected flesh, with mankind, to assist us in
averting the massive destructiveness of pollution severely damaging the planet and
mankind, which could destroy all life on Earth within the next 15 years! Such horrible
destructiveness will not be allowed to render Earth LIFELESS. Therefore the Masters are
permitted to intervene more openly without infringing on mankind's free will. The MEEK
(harmless) souls are now beginning to inherit the Earth, reincarnating since 1998.
1.The Christ Consciousness that was in Jesus is the Highest Master of Earth choosing to
take the name of MAITREYA who was predicted to be the 5th incarnation of Gautama
Buddha who attained His Higher Consciousness in sixth century and in repeated
incarnations, before the Christ consciousness worked within Jesus, The Christ. Maitreya
(My-tray-a) is the Head of the Hierarchy of Masters of Earth. (Every detail of the further
explanation of all this is available in volumes freely, as desired, worldwide.)
NOW, you should be ready to review a portion of the long list of events that are necessary to
happen involving the Masters and other highly evolved beings from the other sacred planets
within our solar system.
YES, our Space Brethren, who have been lessening the terrible effects of pollution on our
planet for several decades, are returning with our planet's Masters more openly as time
passes. Volumes of information, with many hundreds of photos of their ongoing work have
been available for years. Canada, Turkey and Brazil are a few of the many countries that are

releasing vast government files of evidence that space ships have been seen and recorded for
many decades in these countries! Controlling powers around the world will no longer hide this
information as The Masters tell of this Truth.
Two things I will mention here, since you may be questioning what I have written about specific
things:
1. The reason the New Testament states that we should avoid Astrologers and soothsayers
is: because there are always people who are both GOOD and evil who have access to
learning these Mystical Sciences! Unless we know that we are consulting GOOD Ones we
risk the harm that Evil Ones can cause us by their learning all knowledge of our lives
through Astrology, Numerology, Palmistry or Psychic Abilities, which are all known to be
The Mystical Sciences!
2. Sensible reasoning tells us that if the ancient civilizations and philosophers were
knowledgeable of Astrological Ages, as signified by exact planetary alignments in our solar
system unto 12 specific constellations, named and described of their energies, that each
influence mankind and our planet for up to 2350 year periods, identified with their
sophisticated telescopes then we must realize the greater TRUTHS of mankind's existence,
as written in numerous volumes of detailed information given by the Returning
Christ/Maitreya is TRUE and seek out the available volumes of detailed information of what
has really happened in the past, what is the Truth of that now happening and what is
definitely coming in the future. As we awaken to this Reality we have a responsibility to do
all we can to help make Changes Necessary for the Betterment of ALL!

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
SEVEN LEVELS OF AWARENESS
THERE IS AN ORDER TO ALL THINGS IN OUR UNIVERSE
AND ON EARTH
Everything on Earth has a basic structure made of the tiniest piece of matter that forms
together in groups to make a larger basic substance, followed by its grouping to larger yet, until
a final whole living organism (a living, existing thing) an object or being is identifiable to our
human mind's recognition of its existence. (Written in 2009 and updated in 2010).
Science (the ability of humans to discover, understand and explain the reason for things'
existence) has given terms for their discoveries. Atoms are the initial substance for all life in
matter with an internal structure that is how all of life interacts with each other. This tiniest bit of
matter has proton particles (each with its own positive charge of energy, electricity) and
electron particles (each one negatively charged with electricity) and neutrons (each having
neither a positive or negative charge of electricity). Within the atom, protons and electrons are
continually moving around a concentrated center of more tightly compacted neutrons as their
positive and negative charge (basic nature of their being) causing that movement by the action
and reaction of push and pull in a constant movement encircling the comparatively calm center
(called a nucleus). Eventually science discovered that this basic element of life had even
smaller parts called subatomic particles, which are beyond their current abilities to physically
separate these parts for positive, peaceful and meaningful purposes that are not so massively
expensive and dangerous as the radioactive creations already devised.
Nuclear reaction was science's interrupting a type of uranium atom's natural functioning,
resulting in an explosion of energy (nuclear fission in the atomic bomb’s development) and
later (nuclear fission, developing the hydrogen bomb). Both were a horrible destruction of
matter's basic structure, the atom!
1. All life, man and nature, is annihilated by nuclear weapons! This horrible destructive force
was developed to end WW II. With the world powers agreement to pursue peace, all further
development of the extremely dangerous nuclear fission should have been prohibited!
2. Next, that same fission process was developed to produce controlled nuclear power to
generate electricity for our everyday use in nuclear power plants. While it appears to be a good
creation for needed electrical power, it is emitting four levels of deadly nuclear radiation that
has been contaminating every living thing on Earth.

(a) How do we know that there are four levels of very dangerous, nuclear radiation being
emitted from all nuclear power plants into the air, water and soil in vast quantities? Very
highly evolved Masters of all-knowing are working around our Earth with scientists,
governments and the general populace divulging the TRUTH of all existence on Earth to
inspire, guide and assist mankind in their efforts to make change for the betterment of all.
(b) The United States Government reported around 2006 that 50% of Americans will have
cancer and die from it in the near future, which is NOW! One hundred years ago, before the
turn of the century, only about 16% of Americans died of cancer, 1 in 6 not 1of 2. The
United States is 37th in quality of health care, worldwide. Drugs and money run it!
(c) Massive use of chemicals: approximately 70,000 were approved for use in the United
States in the last 80 years and 167 approved to be sprayed on Tobacco, alone. Systemic
chemicals, not allowed for use on fruits and vegetables 50 years ago, are now allowed on
our genetically modified foods.
(d) Agent Orange, the vegetation killer sprayed by the United States Military in Vietnam
during that unjust war, defoliated 80% of Vietnam and poisoned most all of its streams,
rivers and lakes. After the war killed many hundreds of thousands of the county's innocent
inhabitants and killed and maimed many tens of thousands of Americans and her allied
citizens, it continued killing the surviving Vietnam people from the residue of the deadly
Agent Orange saturating the soils and waters of the country. Vietnam is said to have the
highest crippling birth defects and other illnesses of any country in the world and the United
States has never given Vietnam any compensation for our massive destruction inflicted
upon them. In the last few years, the United States has allowed trade with them so now the
American people can eat their contaminated products. More insanity is sponsored by
corrupt, money mongering politicians that approve the horrible policies that profit them and
their business associates, displaying their selfish, low morals and unconcern for the well
being of the human race.
3. One of the oldest nuclear power plants in Hanford, Washington State, is fenced off from
civilization up to one mile from its structures. Almost all people living on the vast apple
orchard farms outside that fence have either died of cancer or have become sick with
cancer over the last nearly 50 years that the plant has existed. This was reported by a
member of those families that are still growing and selling their apples from that area. The
United States Government ignores these circumstances and those reported from other
such nuclear plants' areas. All this in less than 80 years of scientific discovery, analysis,
and development; man altered the basic elements of creation for both good and bad
purposes (positive and negative effects).
The Basic LAWS of Existence are the same throughout the endless universe:
1. CAUSE and EFFECT is: Everything that we cause will bring about an effect;
2. KARMA is: What humans must experience, as a result of what they caused to happen by
thoughts, words or actions in their lifetime on Earth, which will bring an equal effect, in their
present lifetime, or future ones until they live only harmless lives.
3. REINCARNATION is: The return from the spirit existence, after death on Earth, to
another life on Earth in a body of flesh. The basic existence of created matter is energy,
constant movement, positive and negative actions (action causes a reaction); the LAW of

CAUSE and EFFECT is Universal! Jesus' parable told to the poor, illiterate masses was
“We reap what we sow.”
Recently, in this past century, the electron microscope was invented to examine atoms and
their basic structure. An atom is an infinitesimal miniature solar system like our sun with a
group of planets revolving around it. From the basic, smallest particle of matter and all life on
earth our whole surrounding solar system and all its planets revolve in constant movement,
held together in the same basic constant movement as the planets around its nucleus, the sun.
And so it is the same condition observed by astronomers, of planetary systems revolving
around a nucleus of core energy, a sun or star, everywhere in the seemingly endless Universe!
To hear this and dismiss it without giving it much thought, is like opening the door from a
darkened room where we can barely see our way around, to a brightly entering light source
and then closing the door to the light source, going back to groping around in semidarkness
like before. The light of understanding so we can see more clearly what life is shown to be is a
spark, a prod, a shock of ENLIGHTENMENT to awaken us to ‘what life is all about!’
Religions have had the remnants of the Truth as metaphorically given in stories and parables
to teach as an illustration that could be more simply understood than the greater message
more difficult to fully understand. Similarly, the basic atomic structure of all things makes
everything in the universe the same in its basic structure or existence but according to each
structure's place of evolvement or developed progress as a living being. EACH is a complex
explanation of itself that must be learned in order to evolve to its required higher state of
existence.
In following along with this basic premise of clear truth science has discovered the perfect
fulfillment of this basis of all life. They must then realize that what the ancient philosopher's had
learned of the mystical, hidden knowledge, only spoken among the highest evolved humans
was TRUE, as is explained in this basic lesson of ‘what IT is all about!’
1. Since all life has developed from a single force, duplicating itself as an atom of energy
expressed in a physical manifestation, then each single atom of every thing's basic
identification IS GOD-Like! Matter, flesh, and God are All ONE, obviously!
2. GOD, the basis of all life, being made by the Creator, in his image, is the perfect atom
because GOD is in ALL, is ‘all-seeing, is all-knowing and is all present,’ everywhere at
once, as is the principle atom from which all else came, was created.
3. We, as physical Beings (of God) are barely able to understand this evident truth released
to our realization by higher progressed humans, who discovered this TRUTH. We are
mostly immersed in our own physical obsessions of the five senses of physical being
(seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and tasting).
4. We must perfect our BEING, immersed in its five physical senses of life's experiences by
the overcoming of our obsession with these physical senses, experienced in our repeated
lives.
5. The latest scientific discovery, upon which they have been astounded by its absolute
evidence taking place in the universe is: the Black Hole Phenomenon in which a solar
system, like ours (with other, similar, solar systems surrounding it) is being drawn into a tiny
infinitesimal point, where all that matter within that solar system disappears into a tiny,
single ATOM! The principle atom, GOD, withdraws His manifestation of LIFE unto Himself

and it all returns unto the ONE from whence it came! Higher, developed minds, than our
uneducated, undeveloped minds immersed in simplistic thinking, have been led to this clear
understanding and have made it known to mankind. Humans need to learn this TRUTH to
expand their consciousness, ‘knowing.’
6. The main object of our Being, which makes us equal to God, is our FREE WILL to think,
say and do as we desire! Therefore, as we decide for ourselves, we can accept or reject
anything that comes before us for consideration, like all this previously mentioned material.
Again, like the basic Principle of Cause and Effect, if we accept this knowledge as a basis
toward the opening up of far greater understanding, then we PROGRESS. If we reject this
enlightenment of Truth, then we do not progress but flounder around in unknowing,
aimlessly experiencing all that is lacking in not progressing. FREE WILL can bring us to
greater knowing or leave us in groping darkness, as we so choose!
7. Since we have reached this point of basic understanding, it is time to make clear that the
reason it is so difficult for man (the highest development of matter) to grasp the basic
premise of all matter's existence is because Man is at the lowest level of understanding his
or her existence. As Jacob stated in the Bible, that he had a ladder of challenging progress
to climb, step by step, so also must every human being do the same, raising the awareness
of their being God within matter. Each must progress through the tiny steps of learning this
through seven planes of consciousness, with each having seven sublevels of attainment.
7x7=49 steps on our and Jacob's metaphorical ladder of TOTAL advancement to selfawareness that we are ONE with God, the Infinite!
A. THE 1ST PLANE OF OUR EVOLVEMENT TO SELF AWARENESS
The Physical Plane of Consciousness is where many of us are presently struggling to advance
upon its 7 sublevel steps, to perfect our Awareness of higher states of our Being in each step
of progressing in the physical. An ornately expressed chart of these seven main and seven
sublevels is given in books from highly learned teachers of the Theosophical Teachings (the,
original given teachings which show us how to make direct mystical contact with the Divine
Spirit). They show clearly how we retain our basic physical body, while attaining all higher
levels of the planes of awareness. Each of these next 6 planes of experiences develop an
invisible, ethereal body (not visible by another person unless they are well evolved into the
fourth level of consciousness).These 6 spiritual bodies envelope the physical body in layers,
each overlapping the previously developed body. We retain all degrees of the lower planes of
developed awareness as we progress through the higher planes, up to the completed 5th
level.
B. THE 2ND PLANE
This Plane of Consciousness is Astral which is the emotional plane with its seven sublevels of
our development. This is the hardest and slowest section to advance upon the ladder because
it is our time of experiencing awareness of the spirit plane of existence, all around us with
souls in this place of residence after death, who have only advanced to one of these seven
steps of this lower state of spiritual awareness of self. Therefore, in that temporary state of
blissful existence, after death and awaiting their next incarnation back into a fleshly body for
their next life experience, they have the ability to communicate with some of us becoming
aware of the astral plane of spiritual existence, as we progress in our little steps, advancing, to
an awareness of being able to open up to their presence all around us, only in spirit form.

Since they are only knowledgeable of their point of progression up to their death, they believe
they are at the place of all there is to know, which is only on one of those 7 levels of Astral
Consciousness. Therefore our contacts, in all their various degrees of impressing us, is such a
new and astounding experience to us that we are in emotional awe that entraps us in that
emotional overwhelmed state, thinking that we have attained contacts with God or His highly
developed spiritual beings. Without gaining the understanding of the Truth of what we are
experiencing we may live in this ‘awe’ of falsehood for numerous repeated lifetimes until we
learn better and progress through these 7 sublevels to the next higher plane of awareness!
Among the many manifestations of vivid impressions that we are capable of becoming aware
of is the ability to see the many colors in the energy fields or ‘auras’ surrounding physical
bodies. This is very beneficial to our evolving understanding of existence.
(1) On the 1st.through 4th or 5th Planes of people in spiritual consciousness in Heaven,
those lower levels (of souls residing in the Astral Plane of attainment) are spiritual beings
who when we might make contacts with them may give answers to questions that we may
have and expressed to them, that are only 10% to 40% or 50% accurate, due to the
distortion of Truth that exists in one's development on those levels of the Astral Plane. Even
Edgar Cayce The, world renown ‘Sleeping Prophet’ (so gifted and devoutly honest in
helping mankind) was only 85% accurate in his 5,000 spiritual readings concerning the
past, present and future circumstances of people's existence on Earth. He was receiving
information from the highest 7th level of the Astral Plane, the Akashic records of all
knowledge of existence to that point, which is only 85% correct. As Jesus said: ‘In my
Father's house are many mansions,’ meaning levels of attainment, or when we pass into
spirit after our death in each lifetime on Earth. Some psychics (people able to communicate
with spirit souls in the Astral Plane, of heaven) may give us some very helpful information
but the Reappearing Christ and His Hierarchy of Masters advise that we should - now completely avoid contacts with the souls in spirit (who are almost entirely those from the
Astral Plane) because of the less than perfectly correct information given to us, as a result
of their incomplete knowledge of total Truth! Astral Plane information could confuse our
progress.
(2) Spiritual contact with the Christ and His Hierarchy of Masters (who are all above the 5th
Level of consciousness) may be made through specific mantrams given by these Masters
which invoke their God-like energies to raise our consciousness, through meditation to gain
inspiration, guidance, and assistance unto means of learning that leads us to greater
awareness of our Realization (self-awareness) that we are One in GOD, as we come to
that full understanding when we complete that 5th Plane of Higher Consciousness!
C. THE 3RD PLANE
This Plane of Consciousness is Mental, with its 7 sublevels of awareness. It is a great
accomplishment to have risen above the pull of the previous plane of Astral (emotional)
Awareness to develop the higher aspects of mental development. Here we can make great
strides evolving through these 7sublevels of the Higher Mind. Learning the Truth of our
existence as taught in the Masters' explanations given through Benjamin Creme, since 1977.
H.P. Blavatsky, Helena Roerich, Alice Bailey, C.W. Leadbeater, and other recommended
highly developed souls' teachings are available for further, explicitly detailed learning to help
expand our consciousness. The greatest developed clairvoyant of the 20th century, C.W.
Leadbeater expounded on all these 7 Planes of Awareness that we will all one day attain. He

diagramed all these levels of attainment and even had an artist, at his direction, paint explicitly
detailed pictures of how our developing spiritual bodies look as they envelop our physical one
and as we progress through all these various sub and main levels toward, eventual, total selfawareness to understanding our Oneness in GOD, obtained upon completing the 5th Plane.
All 7 Planes of fully gained self-awareness brings us to COSMIC Awareness, beyond Earth!
D. THE 4TH PLANE
Above the highest level of Mental is the Buddhic Plane - of Causal to Intuitive Knowing. Here
man rises into a greater outpouring of his Realization (beyond):
First: physical body desires still possessed, but not of much concern for them;
Second: the retained astral body of emotional preoccupation is also far lesser of concern,
through having risen into higher reasoning beyond fixation of emotions;
Third: higher mental learning within the MIND, gaining deeper understanding of all aspects
of existence brings this human to awareness of Cause. This higher intelligence prepares for
greater knowing into the Fourth Plane of INTUITION, the immediate knowing of things
without the conscious effort of reasoning. This ‘knowing’ process corresponds to the
beginning of the Being's EGO (soul) development in our first true realization of our one of
three aspects of our oneness in the TRIAD of GOD. Full development in these 7 sublevels
of knowing Cause, unto intuitively on this Buddhic Plane of experience in those lifetimes on
Earth, raises us to the next plane of existence after we complete this 4th Plane.
E. THE 5th PLANE - The Nirvanic Plane
Our EGO (soul) now dominates our development (evolvement upwards) in the Monad's
(God's) out-pouring of ‘knowing’ more and more of our being a part of that fullness that is
Father, Son, and Spirit. Upon evolving into that highest knowing of this, by completing those 7
sublevels of this plane of experience in our Earthly lifetimes, our soul is released from the
physical body and becomes ONE with the MONAD, which is GOD!
(1) We are then ‘all seeing, all knowing and all present’ concerning our ‘all powerfulness’
over any of our requirement to ever be a part of fleshly existence on Earth again. Having
completed the 7 levels of the 5th Plane of Earthly existence, we become MASTERS over
ourselves and no need to reincarnate on Earth except to serve.
(2) All that we will evolve to in our Oneness with GOD continues our responsibilities to
express our Fullness of our Oneness and return to the Earth plane to continue serving the
needs of mankind in assisting them to evolve to the same Oneness that we will have already
attained.
(3) The Highest evolved human being is the Christ, now having completed the 7th Plane of
Consciousness and is known as Maitreya, the Head of the Hierarchy of Masters, now
working amidst mankind.
(a) Maitreya is the advanced Christ's new name and as Head of the Hierarchy of the
Masters from Earth is preparing mankind for His and His fellow Masters return to Earth
as the new Aquarian Age's WORLD TEACHER for all of humanity without infringing
mankind’s' Free Will experience of this incarnation of their fleshly plane experience on
Earth. Maitreya, His assisting Masters and all Earthly disciples and initiates (like this
author) are helping mankind come to this knowledge of the Christ's (now known as

Maitreya) Reappearance on Earth - the scripturally foretold ‘Second Coming.’ In the near
future from now, Oct.2009, Maitreya will declare that He is the expected returning deity
(as mankind sees Him) for all religions and all of mankind. Volumes of material, in
explicit detail of all leading up to this, and how, where, what, and when this rapturous-like
event, as mankind has heralded and interpreted so distortedly in scriptural writings, will
occur.
(4) THEY will inspire, guide and assist us in our journey of evolvement unto our, eventual,
completion of our way unto being Masters also.
(5) Every detail of The Ageless Wisdom Teaching is available to aid us in learning,
understanding and walking the Path of our journey unto our eternal destiny to be One with
GOD, here and throughout the endless universe, as the Christ and His Hierarchy of Masters
have already accomplished!
F. THE 6TH and 7TH PLANES - The Paranirvanic and Mahaparanirvanic are beyond our
understanding of their ultra high levels of accomplishments, but are described in some degree
to aid our understanding, as we evolve.
(1) C.W. Leadbeater's book, Man Visible and Invisible, gives a spectacular explanation of
the 5 Planes of Consciousness with an artist's directed, pictorial representation of colored
plates, showing the energy fields that will envelop us as we accomplish our full development
within these planes.
(2) C.W.L. was considered the greatest clairvoyant of the 20th century, able to ‘see,
understand and explain’ these enormously ornate and complex energy fields enveloping
mankind at their various stages of evolvement. He had been given the teachings of a Master
for a year, in long hours of daily meditation, to raise his consciousness to the higher
awareness necessary to produce this book and his numerous others that followed it in
ensuing years.
(3) Numerous volumes of detailed explanations of The Masters' directed writings are
available in publishing houses that are in full cooperation with these Masters' directed
teachings.
(4) We become capable of understanding the writings better and better as we evolve to
higher levels, in our individual experiences in each lifetime of reincarnating upon Earth.
G.BEYOND THE 7TH PLANE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT - We are in cosmic service of the
UNIVERSE, beyond any of our current understanding.

CHAPTER NINETEEN
LOOK for a NEW BRIGHT STAR to soon APPEAR before all the World.
(Written1-10-09)
(Photo website: http://www.share-international.org/maitreya/Ma_starsign.htm#photos22dec2009)

World financial collapse, recession from unbridled consumerist excesses and speculation to,
gambling casino-like extremes is bringing mankind to the stark reality that we have replaced
our reverence for life with gross commercialization, an economy based on market forces
(investment buying and selling in a frenzy for profits) and the worship of money. We near
mankind's self-created destruction of all rational stability for man and nature on Earth, as
analytical experts and spiritual leaders have warned.
A worldwide press release (to www.prnewswire.com) on 12-11-08 announced that in the very
near future a ‘LARGE BRIGHT STAR’ will appear in the sky, visible night and day to people in
countries throughout the world, without infringing mankind's free will to decide what it is all
about. A week later a most learned man with all the solutions to solve these problems will be
interviewed on various United States television programs. Other nations will quietly begin
seeking His wise counsel as His interview appearances inspire mankind to make necessary
changes to correct the world's wrongs to rights. His recommendations for ‘caring and sharing
fairly’ will rally the forces of Good to create a New World that the MEEK (harmless souls) will
inherit in peace and harmony, with all mankind living as brothers, taking upon themselves each
other’s needs as if they were their own.
This author’s well-written Christmas Star explanation, Dec.2008 in the North Georgia News,
was a near perfect story of that ‘Happening’ that should alert zealous, literal interpreters of
their Bibles to realize that much written is metaphorical (told in a figure of speech in which one
thing is spoken of as if it were another) similar in a degree to the nature of Jesus’ Teaching in
parables (a short simple story teaching a moral lesson). Both the poor uneducated and the
wealthy elite and Jewish religious authorities could clearly see the Truth in Jesus the Christ's,
parables. The receptive hearts had ‘ears to hear’ while the unreceptive hearts did not hear the
intended message. Today, people with higher developed consciousness HEAR what the lesser
developed people cannot hear (understand).
As mankind must begin the immense tasks of correcting the greed and corruption distorted
political and economic structures that the public's clamor of discontent is already protesting,
this ‘perfect being of a man,’ speaking before the world's anxiously listening peoples, will, as
the ‘EXPECTED ONE’ by all One GOD religions, (after a period of time inspiring mankind to

think, speak and act righteously to create changes for good); He will make clear to all that He
is now here for ALL of Mankind! On that Day of Declaration, He will over-shadow every living
human above age 14 (minds after 14 are developed to withstand His Energies) with the
experience of His Pure Love of GOD for approximately 25 minutes.
Immediately after this Divine Experience, 1/3 of the world's population will accept Him as their
‘Expected One’ sent by GOD; 1/3 will be undecided of what they experienced; and the final 1/3
will reject the experience as a delusion, not within their capabilities or desire of understanding.
The accepting1/3 and undecided 1/3 will join in work to create ‘sharing justly’ for equal rights
for all people to have adequate proper food; adequate housing; health care; education; a
means to adequately support and care for their families and individual needs; and the
additional rights of security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old
age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond their control. All of these Rights (that
Americans are supposed to have) are found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Article 25, adopted by the United Nations December 1948 - inspired by the Christ's Energies
for Peace and Harmony after mankind overcame the nearly world-destroying, forces of Hitler,
the ultimate predicted ‘antichrist’ referred to in the Christian Bible.
The Christ Consciousness was in Jesus; the Buddha; Hindu's Krishna; Islam's Mohammed;
Taoist's Tao Leader; and is the Jews' awaited Messiah as also all these religions' expect their
returning Deity. All are embodied in the Reappearing Christ who shall speak to every soul in
their own language, impressing within them His Perfect Love of our ONE GOD on His nearing.
Day of Declaration before the entire world populace:
Many will receive instant healing of their illnesses and ailments! The Christ is ‘all seeing, all
knowing and all present!’ As we humans further develop 'our inner being' to receive Him, we
learn of this understanding through development of our Higher Consciousness, within.
Imperfect mankind has defiled the Pure Truth of God's Perfect Knowledge, repeatedly, over
time's passing in all our past history.
As the ‘Light of the World’ unfolds upon us, all of us ‘knowing’ ones will provide, freely,
answers and all information, already provided in absolute detail by the Reappearing Christ, as
people express their Will to Know and begin understanding all that is happening.
We will explain what the ‘24-hour Star Lights’ are that will appear off and on, fixed in the sky in
every area of the world, visible to all areas on Earth as mankind inquires of our
announcements through newspapers, radio and television.
Peace, Love and Harmony Always, Car Ingman
(Update 6-7-12)
These star-like manifestations have been going on since January 2009 as predicted. For
decades crop circles have also been created all over the word, creating symbols that are
receivers and distributers of cosmic energy fields that are bringing about the changes
necessary on Earth to bring in the powers of the new Age of Aquarius!
While most of mankind have not understand these happenings and governments and their
investigators refuse to admit their profound and unexplainable phenomenon, These profound
energies of change for the betterment of ALL are working through 100’s of millions of people,
worldwide, sparking their PROTESTS about injustice, corruption and harmful policies and

actions done by these leaders and their cohorts for a long period of time. People are
stimulated by these energies to make change ‘at all costs’ because they have had enough of
wrongful-acting rulers!
The Aquarian Age is the Age of Enlightenment, Cooperation, Sharing, and Peace.
www.Share-International.org is a worldwide FREE website authorized for information to be
made available by the Masters of the Hierarchy of Earth for the last 30 years. Car Ingman and
his associates have been learning, following and sharing this huge volume of enlightening
material, freely, for these 30 years.

CHAPTER TWENTY
THE EXPECTED ONE OF ALL RELIGIONS IS HERE AMONG US . . .
(8-12-07)
. . . in spirit and in flesh with His highly evolved Masters bringing mankind the TRUTH of the
Ageless Wisdom Teaching and to inspire, guide and assist ALL away from mankind's selfish
exploitation of each other and the life-giving essence of Earth, which has been so badly
polluted that, at this continued rate, no life will exist within 15 years! Earth must remain livable
for souls to evolve in flesh.
(Photo website: http://www.share-international.org/maitreya/Ma_emerge.htm)

NOTE: All religions' teachings of enlightenment are fragments of this total TRUTH.
World scientists have been gathering factual information for the last three decades that has
clearly proven a massive deterioration of the environment worldwide, with severely altered
weather patterns. Global warming has not been at this present level since 400,000 years ago,
proven by similar CO2 levels in our atmosphere, that were recorded in ice cores bored from our
ancient arctic icecaps dating back to that period! They also agree that at this continued
destructive rate of pollution that life may also disappear in possibly 100 years. Our scientists
have not gained the higher level of enlightenment needed to know that they are not capable of
being aware of how severe and short of time it is to correct these cataclysmic Imbalances.
There are many hundreds of facts to support this statement, witnessed, known and well
recorded by many authoritative experts. The major news media (TV, Radio and most
newspapers) are owned by approximately a dozen ultra-wealthy, elite corporations which
operate these news dispensing media primarily for profit, power and domination of their
businesses' interests! Therefore, the news that we receive from all these controlled sources and from those newspapers and radio news services that choose to dispense only happy,
pleasant or religiously oriented news - is not reporting the important Truths of what is really
happening around us and in the world! It is the selfishly obsessed way of the lesser evolved
souls in flesh to live this way.

The plain and clear reasons for this are that they are serving their advertisers and local
through national status quo interests to keep a continual climate of feelings that all is well with
our governing forces, economic forces, and everyday life forces, in spite of whatever local
crimes, fires, tragedies, and personal, business, and political scandals that they report
sensationally to overwhelm the public's attention. If you think that this is not so then you should
learn the TRUTH about all this from a tiny amount of information, proving it so in the following
factual information.
The International News Network (INN) on 8-9-07 reported that an investigation of CNN,CBS,
NBC, ABC and FOX TV News broadcasts were 55% to 80% vastly distorted from the Truth of
those stories that they reported!(My report on all of this was as of 8-12-07).
The Bush admin pays $650 million a year to three public relations firms to direct the actions of
all corporate controlled media (including PBS stations like The McNeil-Lehrer Report), NPR
Radio, The New York Times newspaper and 100's more like CNN, etc. above.
Info on the Bush admin, released to the news media, is slanted, distorted, lied about, or not
reported at all. Propaganda to enhance the administration's policies and actions are
encouraged and directed on corporate news media to keep the public believing the hyped
falsehood while the ultra-wealthy controlling elite continue their hidden agenda of policies,
agreements and actions to further the administration's and their associates' increased wealth,
power and sustainable domination of every aspect of their control. It's all about money, power
and greed!
A clearly defined ‘plan of actions’ to control the world's resources and supply of OIL was
written by Republican elite officials 30 years ago during the Ford admin in power. Among these
writers were Donald Rumsfeld, Paul Wolfawitz, Dick Cheney, and Karl Rove, all major advisors
and directors of every Republican governing administration the last 30 years. This plan and
100's of other hidden agendas and actions are in government archives and attested to of their
validity, enactments and continued policies by many dozens of former military officers and
government officials who have spoken out, written books exposing all this and even made
documentary films to get THE TRUTH to the public. MAJOR news media will not report on any
of this because they are bought and paid for to NOT report any thing adverse to Republican
power policies!
All of our elected governing officials, at every level, local to federal, have their cronies who
helped them get elected to further their combined, hidden, profit making agendas. The
Democrats are no exception. The difference is that these Republicans have created a world
government controlling ELITE that is controlling governments, nation's natural resources (oil,
natural gas, coal, water and minerals), land management, and the peoples' economic and
environmental existence.
It is not being done to assist these people into a higher level of prosperity other than a possible
minimal level being achieved. It is being done for huge profits, power and domination by
private interests at the massive expense of people's means to exist, their suffering
environments and the loss of their right to their own self-determination by the guilty hands of
their complicit rulers.
Now, the average individual who is a soul entrapped in the lowest level of physical evolvement
of the flesh is unconcerned about these things and not capable of understanding most of the

above writings. Even the next level of astral (emotional) evolvement, development of a person,
struggles in the greatest turmoil of this 2nd level of evolvement to rise gradually above all the
‘glamour’ associated with appearance, wealth, position, power, pleasures, privilege and even
some very distorted and false psychic abilities. However, the 3rd level of evolvement is mental
(toward our attainment of full power of self-awareness of our Oneness in the ONE of ALL) is a
yearning we develop when in the higher 7 sublevels of astral (emotional) consciousness in
which a small number of the world's populace are currently evolved to be like what some call
‘old souls’ presently incarnated! We are being drawn toward the level of MIND evolvement,
where upon taking the sincere steps that we need to do to learn how we can develop to this
high level of our evolvement we begin our course in leaping ahead to the higher realms of
Evolvement unto our enlightenment unto self-awareness.
All this is finally accomplished by one's own dedicated actions to seek out the TRUTH of how
to attain this greater evolvement out of the struggling confusion and torment of the 2 lower
levels of the physical and astral evolvement. There are 6-1/2 billion souls currently incarnated
upon Earth, to evolve through their varying degrees of attained evolvement accomplished as a
result of the Law of Cause and Effect experienced in former lives on Earth, who are now
returned to experience their karma - to reap what they had sown in former lives - until they
overcome those ‘caused effects’ by living harmlessly in this life. Like the metaphorical story in
the Bible of our need to climb Jacob's Ladder, one rung at a time, to a greater degree of
attaining higher levels in each of the five levels of our consciousness: physical, astral, mental,
Buddhic (causal intuitive knowing), Nirvanic (super intelligence unto intuitive knowing, where
upon, attaining the full accomplishment of the fifth Nirvanic Level, One becomes Self-Aware, of
their becoming a MASTER over all holds of flesh and is ‘all seeing, all knowing and all
present.’ (This is the goal for all humanity, to evolve unto being a Master over the flesh,
becoming One with The ONENESS of the Earth Creation).
The 6th Paranirvanic and 7th Mahaparanirvanic levels of consciousness carry us unto Cosmic
Consciousness beyond our current abilities to comprehend. (See and learn all at Share
International.)

CHAPTER TWENTY ONE
GUEST PAGE: from VIVIKA-Qi SPEAKS UP . . .
by VIVIKA-QI
You have read about Car Ingman, passionate ‘watchman’ of our planet, in the third chapter of
this booklet. But let me give you confirmation of his authority in making available this valuable
information, after decades of loyalty to researching and putting into practice what is ‘required’
instinctively of the devout student:
The Agni Yoga, number 663: “Who, then, creates by the power of the spirit? The Bearer of
Fire, the keen servitor of evolution, the creator of men, the one who gives all his fires for the
growth of humanity.”
There you have a ‘divine’ and perfect description of your author, Car Ingman. In all his passion
since a child, he has now laid his accumulated knowledge before you. And now, only you are
responsible for accepting or rejecting his loving and urgent call for your awareness of your
immediate situation - personally and as a responsible part of humanity - and preparing you for
what is very soon to come.
Feel free to peruse my own website, link here, for more confirmation on the Truths within this
vital booklet.
Full Blessings and Light upon you all. (Enjoy the pictures below, from my website.)
Vivika-Qi
###
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